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Foreword 
 

At Eindhoven University of Technology we are at the verge of a revolution. In 
a few years’ time, we will look back at this moment and see that it all started 
here. Until now, the education at this university has been developed with feed-
back loops that generally take a year. And the feedback that is used, focusses 
on student evaluation, on possible negative experience. Learning is not always 
fun. However, students have to make an effort to learn. Another metric that 
this university uses, is the exam results; developed by the same teachers who 
provide the courses, without many external assessments. And the main devel-
opment, to develop as a strong personality, is not targeted explicitly. 

Our educational methods are outdated. To make a comparison between our 
education and aviation; currently we are flying a Boeing 777-200ER with the 
tools of Charles Lindbergh’s Spirit of Saint Louis; including the blocked view 
and a periscope to compensate for that. But where the instability of Lindbergh’s 
plane was helping him to stay awake for 40 hours, in a larger airplane, this is 
quite detrimental. Especially when we are talking about MOOCs, massive open 
online courses.  

 

This university is running behind in renewing its education. And we need to 
move forward. We need to experiment, and learn fast, using a much shorter 
feedback loop with more diverse information. 

This dashboard helps teachers to experiment and get the right feedback and 
fast. Online education is very appropriate for that. The diversity of learners 
around the world provide the ideal representation of the challenges that we are 
going to face in the future with a higher influx of non-Dutch students. The 
dashboard collects the right data to make a feedback loop. Carlos has provided 
the optimal feedback loop to fly these large airplanes for the increasing number 
of students that we are facing. We can close the loop, make new steps faster 
and in the right direction. That is the revolution we need. 

Martijn Klabbers 
December 2018 
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Preface 
 

The document you are about to read summarizes the project “Designing and 
Implementing a Learning Analytics Platform for Online Courses”. This 
project was conducted by Carlos Giraldo García as his final design project 
for the Professional Doctorate in Engineering (PDEng) program in Soft-
ware Technology. This program is offered by the Department of Mathemat-
ics and Computer Science of the Eindhoven University of Technology in 
the context of the 4TU School for Technological Design, Stan Ackerman’s 
Institute. 

The project’s initiative comes from the European Institute of Innovation 
and Technology (EIT), in particular its Knowledge and Innovation Com-
munity (KIC): EIT Digital. EIT Digital drives the innovation in the market 
of education within a European context. 

The project lasted for 6 months and was carried out under the supervision 
of EIT Digital and the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). 

The goal of the project is to provide a tool for EIT Digital’s education per-
sonnel who is interested in analyzing the performance of a particular set of 
online courses. This document describes the process for achieving this goal 
under software architecture and software technology terms. However, no 
specialized knowledge in those disciplines is needed for fully understand-
ing this document. 

Readers interested in grasping the basics and results of this project should 
read Chapters 2, 3 and 7. Readers who want to achieve a more detailed 
insight should read from Chapters 5 to 10. Finally, readers who are inter-
ested in the results and conclusions should read Chapters 7, 9 and 11. 

 

Carlos Gabriel Giraldo García 
November 2018 
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Executive Summary 
 

Education is a science in constant evolution. In the past it has been shaped 
by the development of psychology and studies of human behavior, resulting 
in a variety of teaching methods. Nowadays, in this interconnected world 
of ours, technology plays a more important role on how knowledge is trans-
ferred. This project explores the effect of technology in education, from the 
way it is applied as a tool that favors the learning process, to its application 
in the refinement of the teaching process. 

EIT Digital is the organization leading Europe’s digital innovation in edu-
cation. One of their initiatives is the implementation of education programs 
supported by online courses developed in collaboration with multiple uni-
versities, including the Eindhoven University of Technology. 

EIT Digital provides its courses mainly on Coursera, the leading platform 
for online courses worldwide. As part of its package of services, Coursera 
provides its partners with the necessary data and analytics for them to mon-
itor the status of their courses. However, for EIT Digital the functionality 
of those tools is not enough, especially in the field of video analytics. As a 
result, there have been multiple efforts for the development of a custom 
tool. 

The goal of this project is to design such custom tool to provide EIT Digital 
with Learning Analytics in a dashboard fashion. This document covers the 
design process and analyzes the previous architectural designs while pro-
posing two new approaches: the Data Lake and Data Mart, each one with 
its positive and negative aspects. The resulting architecture follows the lat-
ter approach and presents a system that works and fulfills the main require-
ments of its stakeholders.  

Apart from the documentation generated during the project, the delivery 
consists of a user friendly platform that integrates a learning analytics dash-
board currently tailored to fit Coursera’s data structure. The software appli-
cation is not yet optimized but will continue to be supported and under de-
velopment after the end of this project. ■
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1. Introduction 
 

This chapter presents the context and the problem description of this project.  

1.1    Context 
The project “Designing and Implementing a Learning Analytics Platform for 
Online Courses” was conducted by Carlos Giraldo García, the trainee, as part 
of the Professional Doctorate in Engineering (PDEng) program in Software 
Technology. This program is offered by the Department of Mathematics and 
Computer Science of the Eindhoven University of Technology in the context 
of the 4TU School for Technological Design, Stan Ackerman’s Institute. 

The customer who commissioned this project was Martijn Klabbers, as repre-
sentative of the digital Knowledge Innovation Community (KIC) of the Euro-
pean Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT), EIT Digital. EIT Digital 
innovates in the education domain with numerous initiatives that rely on the 
use and acceptance of technology as a key element in the education of the fu-
ture. 

1.2    Project goal 
As part of its innovation projects, EIT Digital has developed, in collaboration 
with multiple universities and educational institutions across Europe, a series 
of educational programs. The main quality of these programs is that they are 
presented in terms of Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs).  

These courses are hosted on a variety of platforms; the most relevant one for 
this project is Coursera. Coursera’s global reach, its collaboration with re-
nowned universities, and its business model are some of the factors that make 
it the biggest MOOC platform in the market [1]. 

Coursera provides a series of tools for its customers, such as EIT Digital, to 
monitor the performance of their courses and the progress of their students. 
However, for reasons explained later in this document (Chapter 3), EIT Digital 
is looking for its own course monitoring tool.  

This project provides EIT Digital with a customized solution for displaying 
Learning Analytics regarding the courses they provide across multiple MOOC 
platforms. These visualization of the analytics would serve as a tool for the 
identifying problems in the performance of the courses, and as a result, to speed 
the process of ensuring those courses present a high level of polish and quality. 
■
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2. Domain Analysis 
 

This chapter explains the domain of the PDEng project carried out for EIT 
Digital. This project is about how technology is used in ensuring quality edu-
cation for students.  

Educational Technology, also known as “Ed-Tech” covers the different appli-
cations of technology for supporting the learning process. It can be applied in 
a variety of ways: 

 Technology can be used as an active element of the learning process, 
by means of different tools, applications or services that enhance the 
learning experience [2]. 

 Technology can be used as an academic research field, aiming to study, 
analyze, and solve the issues related to learning and teaching. 

2.1    Educational technology in the learning process 
In education, the use of technology represents new means for knowledge to 
reach more people, reducing the distance between lecturers and students. It 
makes it possible for people from all over the world to have access to quality 
education [3]. Within the applications of technology in education, this project 
focuses on E-learning, which comprises all the possible applications of tech-
nology in education, and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). 

2.1.1.  E-learning 

E-learning involves the use of electronic technologies in order to access edu-
cational beyond the traditional means [4]. In most cases, it refers to the use of 
multimedia resources via a computer. While teaching is generally based on the 
use of a classroom, e-learning makes use of the internet in order to deliver 
education to a greater number of learners (students in the e-learning domain). 
This global reach [5] is a key element of e-learning processes, which, depend-
ing on the source, can be synchronous, meaning that teachers and learners com-
municate via chat and videoconferences, or asynchronous – involving course-
work delivered via different means such as e-mails, forums, or instant mes-
sages [6]. 

Overall, as a product of the evolution of the education system, e-learning has 
proven to be the best means of transferring knowledge in certain situations [5]. 
This is due to the fact that usually its contents are shorter, more accessible, and 
sticky – which means that they are easy to remember for the learners. Another 
characteristic of the e-learning approach is that, in most of the cases, it enables 
the learners to provide useful feedback on how the courses and resources op-
erate or are staged. In addition, in other situations, the learners are encouraged 
to discuss the topics between each other and to evaluate their peers on the as-
signments. 
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2.1.2.  MOOCs 

MOOCs are widely available through the internet. MOOCs can be presented 
on specific platforms, or on platforms that integrate a Learning Management 
System (LMS). In this document, we will refer to them as a whole as “MOOC 
platforms”. Over the past years, the internet has proved to be a channel of in-
creasing popularity in the domain of self-study. As a result, the proliferation of 
MOOC platforms has changed the understanding of distance education, spe-
cifically by involving the universities, which were the institutions historically 
in charge of the distribution of high-level education.  

For example, the Eindhoven University of Technology, in collaboration with 
EIT Digital, is considering the offering of Master’s degrees that are initially 
taught via MOOCs. This approach towards quality education could attract tal-
ent while offering a flexible alternative for those students who cannot join the 
on-site classes. 

2.1.3.  EIT Digital 

EIT Digital is a division of the European Institute of Innovation & Technology 
(EIT). As a part of EIT, its focus is the promotion and spread of digital inno-
vations and entrepreneurship in education across Europe. EIT Digital invests 
its capital in different strategic domains to accelerate the adoption of digital 
technologies focusing on Europe’s main challenges: Digital Industry, Digital 
Cities, Digital Wellbeing, Digital Infrastructure, and Digital Finance [7]. EIT 
Digital uses a blended education strategy that includes a Master’s School, a 
Doctoral School, and a Professional School. 

In line with its objectives, EIT Digital provides a portfolio of online and 
blended courses (blended courses are those where part of the curriculum is 
given in face-to-face instruction). These courses are hosted in multiple online 
platforms, such as Sakai or Coursera. In order to provide the best quality 
courses to its learners, within EIT Digital, there is a Quality and Design Team 
(QDT) formed by a group of educators and researchers whose goal is to pro-
vide better tools for the teachers to make better courses. 

2.1.4.  Coursera 

In this project the scope was centered on the Coursera MOOC platform. 
Coursera is the online education platform operated by Coursera, Inc. It is by 
far the largest MOOC platform existing at the moment with 30 million regis-
tered learners. It offers over 2500 courses from 150 different educational or-
ganizations [1]. However, their services can also be acquired by enterprise cus-
tomers. Any organization that buys their product can create multiple accounts 
with the rights of editing and adding courses to their catalogue, independently 
whether the courses are public or private. 

Within Coursera, courses can exist independent from each other or they can be 
grouped in specializations if they are designed in order to master a specific 
topic [8]. As illustrated in Figure 1, the structure of courses consists of a series 
of modules, which in turn are composed of lessons. The lessons contain a series 
of elements of which, in the scope of this project, only the video lectures, quiz-
zes, and assignments are relevant.  

Another characteristic of Coursera’s MOOCs is the concept of cohorts. Co-
horts are used to define sets of students that have enrolled for a specific session 
of a course. Essentially, courses can either be accessible at any time or through 
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the cohorts. Cohorts are useful mostly for organizational purposes. It allows 
Coursera’s customers to organize their personnel responsible for taking care of 
that session of the course (grading assignments, answering questions, among 
other tasks). In some cases cohorts may overlap. However new enrollers are 
presented the chance of registering with the newest cohort. 

 

Figure 1 - Structure of Coursera 

 

2.2    Educational technology in quality improvement 
One of the goals of this project is to help maintain a high level of quality of the 
online courses provided by the educational organizations that collaborate with 
EIT Digital. Analyzing the quality of the courses and acting upon them is vital 
for satisfying existing students and attracting new learners. Giving a good im-
age of EIT Digital’s products is also crucial for attracting other organizations 
to collaborate with new courses. 

A good way for keeping track of the quality of a course is by monitoring the 
behavior of the learners that go through it. This is achieved with the use of 
different techniques linked to the management of information related to the 
courses. In particular, this field of application is called Learning Analytics, 
since it is connected to the learning process. 

2.2.1.  Course monitoring using Learning Analytics 

Learning Analytics are defined as “the measurement, collection, analysis and 
reporting of data about learners and their context, for purposes of understand 
if and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs.” [9] Learn-
ing Analytics applications range from information reporting to suggestions for 
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improved decision making, aiming for a direct impact on learners, teachers and 
the whole learning process [10]. 

By definition, learning analytics is strongly related to Educational Data Mining 
(EDM), which is the process of generating useful information out of raw data 
generated in educational environments [11]. EDM can be applied using differ-
ent techniques, from basic querying to more complex processes linked to arti-
ficial intelligence or machine learning. EDM and, in particular, learning ana-
lytics, can be extremely useful when applied to detecting the disengagement of 
learners, modeling the learner’s behavior or improving teaching support among 
others [12]. 

2.2.2.  Coursera´s case 

Coursera, as a platform that explores the ways of evolving education through 
the internet, Coursera gathers a lot of data from the interaction with its users. 
This collected data is used by Coursera and its customers for research purposes. 
As part of their services, users that connect to Coursera using an account with 
editing rights can visualize part of that data in Coursera’s learning analytics 
dashboard. However, for further analysis, provided the right credentials, 
Coursera’s partners can extract the data corresponding to their courses using 
Coursera’s exports Application Programming Interface (API).  

Coursera provides an API for its customers to export data related to how learn-
ers use the courses. For security reasons, the data that Coursera provides is 
anonymized. This means that such data does not contain the real identifiers 
(fields that allow certain degree of identity) of the users of the platform. In-
stead, within the data, user identifiers are encrypted.  

In addition, Coursera offers two options for the level of anonymization. Poten-
tially, all accounts that belong to a customer of Coursera can download the data 
with all the user identifiers encrypted, but only those accounts that possess the 
role of “Data Coordinator” (generally one or two per customer) can obtain the 
data with all user identifiers consistently encrypted. As a result, the data ob-
tained by a “Data Coordinator” makes it possible to trace the behavior of a 
specific user even though the information that identifies him or her is hidden. 

Regarding the use of Learning Analytics, Coursera provides its own Learning 
Analytics package of web services for educators to visualize the evolution of 
their courses. The Learning Analytics are only available independently for 
their customer and each one of them can customize which accounts within their 
organizations have access to the analytics of their courses. ■ 
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3. Problem Analysis 
 

This chapter presents an analysis of the problem presented in the assignment, 
the previous solutions, and the project challenges that were foreseen during the 
development of this project. 

3.1    Coursera’s platform limitations 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, EIT Digital is one of Coursera’s cus-
tomers. Coursera represents EIT Digital´s principal platform for providing 
MOOCs, with 51 courses. As a result, EIT Digital and its employees have ac-
cess to the Learning Analytics web platform that Coursera provides. However, 
this platform presents some issues for EIT Digital: 

 The user experience is not fully pleasant: accessing the different ana-
lytics requires the input of multiple clicks between pages, and the user 
interface uses a minimalistic design that leaves large empty spaces on 
the screen. 

 There is no implementation of specific item analytics that would pro-
vide valuable insight on how video lectures, quizzes, or assignments 
are used by the learners. 

 There are no predictions on the performance of the courses and all pre-
sented information is descriptive. 

 There is a strong dependency on Coursera’s service availability, on the 
correctness of the analytics, or on the usefulness of the presented in-
formation. 

 EIT Digitals and Coursera have joint ownership over the data. EIT 
Digital would prefer to have full ownership on the data. 

As a result, producing a proprietary Learning Analytics solution, which could 
be integrated in the daily work of EIT Digital’s educators, has been a big inter-
est for EIT Digital. This interest has been in EIT Digital’s agenda for the last 
three years, as explained below.  

In order to understand the limitations of the previous solutions, an architectural 
analysis of the previous designs was issued. This chapter discusses the analysis 
results. For more detailed information, see Appendix A – Architecture analysis 

of . 

3.2    A previous prototype 
Before this iteration of the project started, there was an initial version of this 
project in the shape of a learning analytics dashboard prototype. The develop-
ment of that prototype was stopped in February 2017. The people involved in 
making the prototype had already left the university and were not reachable by 
the time this project started, with the exception of Jonce Dimov, PDEng trainee 
who worked with them at the beginning of his PDEng project. The design of 
this prototype is presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 - Architecture of the first prototype [9] 

 
The prototype was developed in a Linux environment and it consisted of an R 
and R-shiny front-end and a Python based back-end. According to the available 
documentation, the back-end communicates with the Coursera API and re-
trieves data from it. The collected data is stored in a PostgreSQL database. It 
is from this database that the front-end obtains the data that is visualized. 

3.3    Dimov’s architecture design 
In 2017 a second iteration of the project took place. This time it was a PDEng 
project conducted by Jonce Dimov. His development was focused on the de-
sign of an architecture able to fulfill the requirements specified by the cus-
tomer.  

The resulting architecture followed the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) design 
pattern. This approach provided a nice separation of concerns that could be 
translated into different components in the architecture, ensuring the extensi-
bility and maintainability. This proposed architecture was not actually imple-
mented but instead it was turned into a series of requirements for a Software 
Engineering Project (SEP): MOOCtopus, explained later in this chapter. 

Apparently, Dimov partially integrated the back-end that came out of the SEP 
project with the user interface of the older prototype. Such an integrated solu-
tion was not found. 
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Figure 3 - Architecture design of Dimov's project [9] 

 

The main problems encountered by Dimov’s design were: 

 Platform independence 

This was the most important requirement. In order to support it, the 
design included an extensive “data extraction” process that had to cope 
with the data export process of each platform. 

 Data extraction 

Each platform may implement data accessibility in different ways. In 
case of Coursera, for example, it requires a person from an educational 
institution to have the role of “Data coordinator”. As explained before, 
this person would be the only one from the institution able to retrieve 
data from Coursera, which creates an additional obstacle for the dis-
play of such information on the dashboard. Other platforms do not re-
quire so many additional steps, such as FutureLearn, which provides 
its data directly from its website [9]. 

 Data integration 

According to the design, a unified data model was the best option for 
providing more useful analytics to the dashboard. This could be 
achieved by integration of data from multiple MOOC platforms, which 
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in some cases would imply the loss of certain information or the pro-
duction of new attributes out of other properties. Integration of data 
allows the production of cross-platform course comparisons. 

 Future extension 

The system had to be designed with the addition of future platforms in 
mind. This translated into thinking ahead how different data formats 
from multiple platforms could be integrated successfully.  

 User experience 

Since this design focused on teachers as users, usability was the most 
important non-functional requirement. All the functionality expressed 
in the requirements was there to address multiple aspects of course 
management from the teacher’s perspective. 

 Privacy 

This problem was mainly related to restricting teachers to monitor their 
courses only and to anonymize the data shown in the dashboard de-
pending on the situation.  

3.4    MOOCtopus SEP project 
The MOOCtopus project was executed by a group of bachelor students from 
the Eindhoven University of Technology. The main requirement was to “create 
a system that can provide a single interface to educational data from multiple 
online platforms”. The resulting system received the name of MOOCtopus. 

The MOOCtopus system was implemented on a Linux machine using Python 
for both the back-end and the front-end, and a MySQL database. According to 
the documentation, this system was able to collect and store data from the plat-
forms Coursera and FutureLearn. It would also integrate them in a separate 
database in order to show additional information through its front-end. 

Due to the back-end focus of that project, the user interface consisted of just a 
series of forms that allowed the user to query the fields of the data that needed 
to be correlated. The results of that query were displayed in a table. 

According to the documentation, the main problems addressed by the 
MOOCtopus project were [9]: 

 Authentication and authorization of users for security purposes 

The system may ask users to provide personal information, educational 
information that can identify them outside of the context of the 
MOOCtopus, as well as their password. In order to restrict the access 
to such information, MOOCtopus implemented a system of roles that 
controls data access to the users. 
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 Data management 

Within MOOCtopus, data management addressed the four steps of the 
data life cycle in the system: import, anonymization, integration and 
export. Importing data from different MOOC platforms implied differ-
ent formats and different information. In order to obtain the data, a tool 
for each platform had to be implemented. Before the integration of the 
data, it was anonymized in order to comply with Dimov’s privacy re-
quirements. 

 

Figure 4 - Implemented design of the MOOCtopus project [9] 
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3.5    Project challenges 
The project goal is to develop a platform which integrates relevant learning 
analytics for teachers, researchers and organizations alike, including EIT Dig-
ital. Based on the analysis of the previous solutions, the following challenges 
were identified for this project: 

 Online platform and user interface design 

The platform must be presented as a web-based solution that should be 
accessible from web browsers. This includes the use of specific web 
technologies, for which there exists a wide range of solutions. In addi-
tion, designing the user experience would introduce additional require-
ments and tasks in the project. 

 Effective storage of heterogeneous data formats 

As in the previous solutions of this project, the PDEng trainee will have 
to find an effective solution that provides an effective storage for all 
the data used in the dashboard. The data may present different formats 
depending on the sources considered in the scope of this project. 

 Specification of analytics 

When it comes to analytics, the domain is a defining factor when de-
ciding which analysis is more useful. There would be a challenge for 
specifying the most useful Learning Analytics. This aspect is important 
for achieving a higher end user satisfaction. 

 Proactive and predictive analytics 

In past solutions of this project, the resulting dashboards presented 
only descriptive information on the status of the courses. Adding a pro-
active or predictive component to the presented analytics would in-
crease the value of the resulting platform. Due to the limited scope of 
this project, this aspect was not considered in the design of the system.  

 Effective analysis and visualization of information 

Finding an effective way of extracting information out of the data and 
portraying a useful representation of a course’s status would be a con-
siderable challenge.  

 Restricted access to the platform and private data protection 

Just as in other platforms, the one proposed would require personal 
data from the users that would require certain security aspects to be 
considered. In addition, it would be storing information obtained from 
other platforms, which could contain more personal data. In that case, 
protection of privacy, not only of the users, would be something im-
portant to pay attention to. 
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 Longevity of the solution 

One of the key aspects of the proposed solution is what happens after 
the PDEng trainee’s participation in the project is over. As a result, it 
presents the challenge of delivering a product that can be maintained 
by EIT Digital. 

Subsequent chapters explain how those problems were avoided or solved with 
the decisions taken during the development of this project. ■ 
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4. Stakeholder Analysis 
 

This section is a stakeholder analysis for this project. It explains who is in-
volved in the project in some way, their stakes and desires, and lastly, their 
impact on the final product. 

For the purposes of this project, stakeholders come from different sources: EIT 
Digital and the Eindhoven University of Technology. 

4.1    Onion diagram 
Figure 5 shows an onion diagram of the stakeholders and their relations. An 
onion diagram visualizes the relationship of the stakeholders in different layers 
with the final goal of the project in the center [13]. 

 

Figure 5 - Onion diagram of the project 

4.1.1.  The product layer 

The product is a platform whose functionality will be focused on providing 
learning analytics information to people involved in the production and mainte-
nance of online courses across different platforms. 

4.1.2.  The business layer (the users) 

This layer consists on the stakeholders that will be directly in touch with the 
product. 
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Table 1 - Business layer, teacher 

Teacher  
Who is this stakeholder?  

This stakeholder is usually a professor who works for one of the educa-
tional organizations that collaborate with EIT Digital. This person has a 
high motivation on transmitting knowledge, which is the main reason to 
participate on creating and maintaining the online courses.  

Goals 
To participate in the creation process of a specific online course. A 
teacher may want to check how the course performs from a high level 
point of view, but it is not his or her main job. 

Stakes 
Medium. Having access to learning analytics that display the status of 
the course may improve his or her interaction with it, however, it should 
not add much complexity to his or her main teaching work at the educa-
tional organization. 

Impact on this project 
High impact at providing requirements and user stories. They will vali-
date the user experience on those functionalities that involve them. 

  

Table 2 - Business layer, QDT member 

Member of the Quality and Design Team (QDT)  
Who is this stakeholder?  

A member of the QDT works directly for EIT or some of its KICs. He 
or she is an expert in teaching techniques and would know how to apply 
them in order to ensure high quality online courses. 

Goals 
To gather more insight into the learners’ progress. With this insight, the 
QDT member can evaluate the overall quality of the course and the ma-
terials provided and think about the required actions in order to improve 
the learners’ experience. 

Stakes:  
High. Even though there are other ways of obtaining insight from stu-
dents’ progress, a tool like the one proposed in this project could signif-
icantly improve a lot their current way of working. Besides, not all the 
platforms that are used by EIT Digital or other KICs of EIT provide the 
same amount of insight. 

Impact on this project:  
High impact for providing requirements and user stories. They will val-
idate the user experience on those functionalities that involve them. 

  

Table 3 - Business layer, Data Analyst 

Data Analyst  
Who is this stakeholder?  

A researcher who works directly for EIT Digital or for one of the educa-
tional organizations that collaborate with it. This person has a deep 
knowledge on data sciences and statistics. 

Goals 
To obtain and experiment with information about how students in per-
form in those online educational environments. Their ultimate goal is to 
discover knowledge and extract information out of that data. 
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Stakes 
Low. Not having a solution like the one proposed in this project will not 
be a huge problem, they are used to implementing their own solutions or 
finding them elsewhere.  

Impact on this project 
Potentially high impact on defining requirements and user stories. How-
ever, during the progress of the project, it was decided to lower the pri-
ority of this kind of user in particular. 

 

Table 4 - Business layer, System administrator 

System administrator  
Who is this stakeholder?  

A single or a group of EIT Digital employees that will take care of the 
system once the project is concluded. 

Goals 
To maintain the tool’s correct functioning once it is released. 

Stakes 
Low stake in case the project goes well, this is a new responsibility that 
does not exist at this moment. 

Impact on this project 
Medium impact. Their role is to keep the system running smoothly, and 
most of the time they will not interact directly with other users. However, 
their performance is vital for maintaining those users happy with the ser-
vice provided by the tool proposed in this project. Can provide functional 
requirements, especially on the usability aspect – from their own per-
spective. 

 

Table 5 - Business layer, Education Task lead 

Education Task lead  
Who is this stakeholder?  

An EIT Digital employee who works in close relation with an educa-
tional organization on a specific educational program. 

Goals 
To coordinate a program for an educational organization. This program 
may contain multiple courses on different platforms. At the same time, 
the courses may be taught by different teachers. For the coordination, he 
or she may need to compare the overall performance of different courses 
as well as the teachers and members of the Quality and Design Team 
involved in said courses. 

Stakes 
Medium. A tool for monitoring the courses’ status graphically would im-
prove the way of communicating the progress of the different courses. 

Impact on this project 
High impact at providing functional requirements. Also, his/her opinion 
is important for the validation of the final result. 
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4.1.3.  The Organization layer (functional beneficiaries) 

People who will benefit with the product once it is implemented. 

Table 6 - Organization layer, Product Owner 

Product Owner    
Who is this stakeholder?  

Martijn Klabbers and Antoine van den Beemt. 
Goals 

To create the “dashboard tool” and promote it as an EIT Digital asset. 
This stakeholder position serves as a link towards the highest levels of 
the EIT Digital organization, which will appreciate if this tool is well 
developed. 

Stakes 
High. There is a clear need for what this project can offer. The success 
of the project could open multiple opportunities for the department of 
EIT Digital where the stakeholders work. 

Impact on this project 
High impact in prioritizing requirements. High impact at assessing the 
result. 

  

Table 7 - Organization layer, EIT Digital 

EIT Digital  
Who is this stakeholder?  

N/A 
Goals 

To empower their vision of using online resources for improving the ed-
ucational process. 

Stakes 
In case the project is successful, they could integrate it in their way of 
working for other KICs. 

Impact on this project 
Low direct impact, but their priorities can have direct impact on the Prod-
uct Owner position. 

  

Table 8 - Organization layer, Quality and Design Team 

Quality and Design Team  
Who is this stakeholder?  

A team of researchers from different fields (education, data science, psy-
chology and others) who work for EIT Digital. 

Goals 
To ensure that the online courses maintain a high quality for education 
standards. 

Stakes 
Medium. A successful dashboard would improve the quality of their 
work as it is right now. 

Impact on this project 
High impact. This team helped the PDEng trainee to prioritize require-
ments and come up with design ideas. 
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Table 9 - Organization layer, TU/e & others 

TU/e and other educational organizations 
Who is this stakeholder?  

An educational advisor who works for TU/e or another educational or-
ganization. This person coordinates his or her organization’s efforts on 
MOOCs. 

Goals 
To coordinate the courses provided in different platforms in collabora-
tion with other entities like EIT Digital, other universities or by its own. 

Stakes 
Medium stakes. The development of these online courses is not an initi-
ative from them, so there is no rush for improving the quality of those 
courses on the organizational level.  

Impact on this project 
Low impact. Depending on the priorities, he or she may designate a pro-
gram coordinator who could introduce requirements to the system and 
be a user of it. 

4.1.4.  The Environment layer (the remaining stakeholders) 

The rest of the people who is involved to the product and take part of its envi-
ronment. 

Table 10 - Environment layer, PDEng trainee 

PDEng trainee     
Who is this stakeholder?  

Carlos Giraldo García 
Goals 

To make a design that pays attention to the functional and non-functional 
requirements with the highest priority. 

Stakes 
High stakes. In case the project fails to deliver, he would not obtain the 
PDEng degree. 

Impact on this project 
High impact during the whole process, as well as in the feasibility as-
sessment of the requirements. 

    

Table 11 - Environment layer, TU/e supervisor 

TU/e supervisor 
Who is this stakeholder?  

Loek Cleophas and Yanja Dajsuren. 
Goals 

To supervise the PDEng trainee and to check the overall performance. 
Stakes 

Medium. Success of the project and graduation of the PDEng trainee are 
the key. 

Impact on this project 
Medium impact. They will provide feedback on the different processes 
of the project and will help in negotiating priorities with the Product 
owners. 
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Table 12 - Environment layer, ST Director 

ST Director 
Who is this stakeholder?  

Yanja Dajsuren 
Goals:  

To ensure the PDEng trainee succeeds in his project. Also, that the SEP 
project doesn’t hinder the progress of the PDEng project. 

Stakes:  
High. In case the project or the student does not deliver, the integrity of 
the program and its future could be compromised. 

Impact on this project:  
Medium impact. She will provide feedback and keep an eye on the per-
formance of the student and the project itself. 

    

Table 13 - Environment layer, SEP students 

SEP students 
Who is this stakeholder?  

A group of bachelor students from the TU/e. 
Goals:  

To succeed with their project and graduate on time. 
Stakes:  

High stakes. In case the project fails they would not be able to graduate. 
Impact on this project:  

High impact. In case they succeed it may be very helpful for the project 
but in case they do not, the project would miss an important element. 

   

Table 14 - Environment layer, Student assistants 

Student assistants 
Who is this stakeholder?  

A group of the SEP students who, after finishing the SEP assignment, 
were hired by EIT Digital to keep working on the project. 

Goals:  
To do a good job, and gain valuable working experience during their 
student life.  

Stakes:  
Medium stakes. Their involvement with the project is now purely volun-
tary. However, doing a good job and taking the project to good terms 
may have a positive impact in their future career in industry.  

Impact on this project:  
High impact. Being responsible of the implementation of the project 
means that the end result would be greatly influenced by their capabili-
ties and skills. 
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4.2    Power and Interest diagram 
In order to prioritize the stakeholders, it is common to establish a comparison 
between them on how much interest they show in the project or how much 
influence they can have on the overall result of it. The result is a power-interest 
diagram. This diagram consists of four quadrants where stakeholders can be 
placed. Each quadrant is associated with a specific communication strategy: 

 High Power – High Interest  Manage closely 

The inputs from these stakeholders must receive the biggest part of the 
attention.  

 High Power – Low Interest  Keep satisfied 

The needs of these stakeholders must be met in order to maintain or 
increase their level of interest.  

 Low Power – High Interest  Keep informed 

Even though these stakeholders may not have a big impact on the pro-
ject, it is good to keep them informed and involved in the low risk areas 
of the project. 

 Low Power – Low Interest  Monitor 

These are the least important stakeholders. It is good to update them 
about the project every once in a while in order to increase their inter-
est, but at the same time without overloading them with excessive com-
munication. 

For the creation of the following diagram only the most relevant stakeholders 
are considered: Product owners, Quality and Design team, ST Director, TU/e 
Supervisor, SEP students, Student Assistants, and myself, the PDEng trainee.  

 
Figure 6 - Power & Interest diagram of the project 
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In Figure 6, it can be appreciated that none of the stakeholders fit in the low 
power category. However, it is important to clarify the reasons for the stake-
holders to be on the other quadrants of the diagram. 

 High Power – High Interest 

This quadrant involves the biggest number of stakeholders: the Product 
Owner, the Quality and Design team, SEP students and, myself, the 
PDEng trainee. 

 High Power – Low Interest 

This quadrant contains the ST Director and TU/e supervisor, mainly 
because of this project does not require their involvement in the same 
way as the previously discussed stakeholders. Their interest in this pro-
ject is mainly focused on the learning process the PDEng trainee goes 
through and the resulting report that shows it. In addition, the ST Di-
rector also has a higher influence on the project’s outcome since a suc-
cessful completion of the project has heavier weight. ■ 
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5. Requirements Analysis 
 

The main purpose of this project is to provide EIT Digital with a dashboard 
tool. This dashboard is intended to be used by its employees so they can keep 
track of the progress of the online courses EIT Digital provides across multiple 
MOOC platforms.  

This chapter presents the list of the project requirements that have to be satis-
fied. For eliciting the requirements of this project several interviews were con-
ducted with the most relevant stakeholders. Out of those interviews, mock-up 
prototypes, user stories were obtained and derived into a set of use cases. From 
those use cases, a set of functional and non-functional requirements were re-
fined. The defined user stories are listed in Appendix B – User stories. 

5.1    Use Cases 
Based on the interaction expressed by the user stories, the use case diagram 
was created as shown in Figure 7. In this section the main use cases (yellow 
ones in Figure 7) are described in detail. 

Main actors: 

 Educator: represents the end user who will visualize the learning an-
alytics of the dashboard 

o QDT member: a type of educator, represents a larger scope 
in terms of number of available analytics. 

o Teacher: a type of educator, represents a reduced scope in 
terms of number of available analytics. 

 Admin: represents the end user who will be in charge of managing the 
accounts and access to analytics of the other accounts. 

Table 15 - UC.00 Request account 

Name UC.00 Request account 
Actor Teacher or a QDT member. 

Pre-condition The educator is involved with EIT Digital or its MOOCs. 
Post-condition The educator has an account on the learning analytics 

dashboard. 
Main success 

scenario 
1. The educator requests an account contacting di-

rectly with the Admin. 
2. The Admin checks whether the educator is in-

volved with EIT Digital and its MOOCs. 
3. The Admin creates the account. 
4. The educator receives a confirmation that the 

account is created and can proceed to set the 
password. 

Extensions (In case the educator is not involved with EIT Digital or 
its MOOCs) 

1. The Admin verifies that the educator is not in-
volved with EIT Digital or its MOOCs. 

2. The request is rejected. 
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Figure 7 - Use case diagram of the system.  

 

Table 16 - UC.04 Monitor course 

Name UC.04 Monitor course 
Actor Teacher or a QDT member. 

Pre-condition The educator has access to the system and has already 
logged in. 

Post-condition The educator has knowledge of the status of the course 
within the MOOC platform. From there, the user can 
monitor other elements in the course. 

Main success 
scenario 

1. The educator selects a course from the options 
available in the educator’s account. 

2. The system presents the analytics related to 
that course to the educator. 

Extensions N/A 
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Table 17 - UC.05 Compare to another course 

Name UC.05 Compare to another course 
Actor Teacher or a QDT member. 

Pre-condition The educator has access to the system, has already 
logged in, and monitors a course. 

Post-condition The educator compares the status of different courses. 
Main success 

scenario 
1. The educator selects another available course 

for the comparison. 
2. The system presents the analytics of both 

courses to the educator. 
Extensions N/A 

 

Table 18 - UC.06 Monitor video lecture 

Name UC.06 Monitor video lecture 
Actor Teacher or a QDT member. 

Pre-condition The educator has access to the system, has already 
logged in, and monitors a course. 

Post-condition The Educator has knowledge on the status of the video 
lecture within the course. 

Main success 
scenario 

1. The educator selects one of the available video 
lectures contained in the course. 

2. The system presents the analytics of the video 
lecture to the educator. 

Extensions N/A 
 

Table 19 - UC.07 Monitor quiz 

Name UC.07 Monitor quiz 
Actor Teacher or a QDT member. 

Pre-condition The educator has access to the system, has already 
logged in, and monitors a course. 

Post-condition The user has knowledge of the status of the quiz within 
the course. 

Main success 
scenario 

1. The educator selects one of the available quiz-
zes contained in the course. 

2. The system presents the analytics of the quiz to 
the educator. 

Extensions N/A 
 

Table 20 - UC.08 Monitor assignment 

Name UC.08 Monitor assignment 
Actor Teacher or a QDT member. 

Pre-condition The educator has access to the system, has already 
logged in and monitors a course. 

Post-condition The educator has knowledge of the status of the assign-
ment within the course. 

Main success 
scenario 

1. The educator selects one of the available as-
signments contained in the course. 

2. The system presents the analytics of the assign-
ment to the educator. 

Extensions N/A 
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Table 21 - UC.09 Set filter 

Name UC.09 Set filter  
Actor Teacher or a QDT member. 

Pre-condition The educator has access to the system, has already 
logged in, and monitors a course. 

Post-condition The information shown by the system has been filtered. 
Main success 

scenario 
1. The educator selects one of the filters available 

in the system. 
2. The system applies that filter to the analytics 

shown to the educator. 
Extensions N/A 

 

Table 22 - UC.10 Register action 

Name UC.10 Register action 
Actor Teacher or a QDT member. 

Pre-condition The educator has access to the system, has already 
logged in, and monitors a course. 

Post-condition The registered action is saved within the system. 
Main success 

scenario 
1. The educator introduces the information re-

garding the action he or she wants to register in 
the system. 

2. The system acknowledges the registration ac-
tion. 

Extensions N/A 
 

Table 23 - UC.11 Delete registered action 

Name UC.11 Delete registered action 
Actor Teacher or a QDT member. 

Pre-condition The educator has access to the system, has already 
logged in, monitors a course, and has registered at least 
one action in the past. 

Post-condition The registered action is removed from the system. 
Main success 

scenario 
1. The educator selects the registered action he or 

she wants to delete from the system. 
2. The system acknowledges the deletion of the 

action. 
Extensions N/A 

 

Table 24 - UC.15 Assign course to account 

Name UC.15 Assign course to account 
Actor Admin 

Pre-condition An educator has access to the system as Admin, another 
educator account exists within the system, and at least 
one course is registered in the system. 

Post-condition The educator account has access to another course. 
Main success 

scenario 
1. The admin educator selects an account from 

those already in the system. 
2. The admin educator selects a course from those 

available in the system. 
3. The system links the course to the account. 

Extensions N/A 
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5.2    User Requirements 
As explained in the stakeholder analysis, the customer of this project is EIT 
Digital, in particular, their education personnel and quality specialists who take 
part in their effort for bringing quality education through the internet to the 
world. 

The process for gathering requirements consisted of a series of interviews with 
the product owners as well as other stakeholders, followed by a dialogue with 
a group of the end users over a mock prototype. This led to the following high-
level user requirements. See Appendix C –  the relation between the use cases 
and the user requirements. The requirements presented in this document were 
prioritized following the directives of the MoSCoW approach [14]. 

Table 25 - User requirements 

ID User requirement Priority 

UR.01 
The system shall provide access to analytics related 
to the courses provided by EIT Digital in the different 
online platforms they operate. 

MUST 

UR.02 
The system shall provide those analytics in a visual 
manner using a dashboard-like interface. 

MUST 

UR.03 
The system shall be used by EIT Digital employees 
or trusted personnel from EIT Digital’s educational 
partners. 

MUST 

UR.04 
Users of the system shall have access to the analytics 
of the courses they are related to. 

MUST 

UR.05 
Users of the system shall have access to analytics that 
depend on their role in EIT Digital or EIT Digital’s 
educational partners. 

SHOULD 

UR.06 
The system shall provide analytics based on the latest 
information available. 

MUST 

UR.07 
Educators shall be able to export the information pre-
sented by the system. 

COULD 

UR.08 
Users shall register their actions on the courses in the 
system. 

MUST 

 

These user requirements were translated into a series of functional and non-
functional requirements. In the case of the functional requirements, these are 
grouped together in five requirements from which the rest are derived due to 
the different constraints considered.  
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5.3    Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements are derived from the user requirements, as shown in 
Figure 8. In this section, functional requirements are presented together with 
their derived sub-requirements. The priority of those derived requirements is 
presented using the MoSCoW approach. 

 

 

Figure 8 - Relationship between user requirements and functional re-
quirements 

 

Table 26 - FR.01 Presentation of analytics relating the online courses 

FR.01 Presentation of analytics relating the online courses 
Description 

The presentation of analytics is the main functional element of this pro-
ject. 

Acceptance criteria  
The shown information must be accepted by stakeholders and final users 
of the system. 

Constraints to consider 
 With specific focus on Coursera platform (Design decision ex-

plained in next chapter). 
 The presentation of the analytics must follow a dashboard approach. 

(non-functional aspect) 
ID Derived requirement Priority 

FR.01.01 
The system shall present analytics only of those 
courses provided through Coursera platform. 

MUST 

FR.01.02 The system shall present analytics on the Courses. MUST 

FR.01.03 
The system shall present analytics on the Video 
lectures. 

MUST 

FR.01.04 The system shall present analytics on the Quizzes. MUST 
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FR.01.05 
The system shall present analytics on the Assign-
ments. 

MUST 

FR.01.06 
Users shall compare the analytics of at least two 
courses. 

MUST 

FR.01.07 
Users shall select a time filter to apply on the pre-
sented analytics. 

MUST 

FR.01.08 
Users shall select a filter based on the paying sta-
tus of the learners to apply on the presented ana-
lytics. 

SHOULD 

FR.01.09 
Users shall select a filter based on the gender of 
the learners to apply on the presented analytics. 

SHOULD 

 

The task of gathering the specific requirements related to the analytics the plat-
form was delegated to the SEP students, who registered their findings in their 
User Requirements Document [15]. In order to do this, and following the 
SPRINT approach [16], a mock user interface was used. This mock user inter-
face was an important element of the interviews conducted with the stakehold-
ers and potential end users, since it would give them a clear mindset where they 
could specify the functionality they would expect. 

The specific analytic requirements of the system are presented in Appendix D 

– Learning Analytics. 

Table 26 - FR.02 Account management and roles 

FR.02 Account management and roles 
Description 

In order to restrict the use of the system, only authorized users shall have 
access to it. 

Acceptance criteria  
The idea is that accounts are secure and do not allow people who have 
no relation to EIT Digital or its courses to access the dashboard. 

Constraints to consider 
 The only way to access the system shall be with an account. 
 Accounts should be requested by users in person, without the use of 

the system. 
 Accounts should be personal and not transferable. 
 Accounts in the system shall have a role that reflects the role users 

have within EIT Digital. 
ID Derived requirement Priority 

FR.02.01 
The system shall be accessible only to users that 
possess an account of the system. 

MUST 

FR.02.02 Accounts shall be identified by a unique id. MUST 

FR.02.03 
The unique id shall correspond to the user’s email 
address. 

SHOULD 

FR.02.04 Accounts shall be related to a user. MUST 
FR.02.05 Accounts are created by an admin user. MUST 
FR.02.06 Accounts are modified by an admin user.  MUST 

FR.02.07 
Accounts shall contain information about the part-
ner organization the user belongs to.  

SHOULD 

FR.02.08 
Accounts shall be linked to the courses the user is 
related to. 

MUST 
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FR.02.09 
Access to the system shall be verified by a pass-
word.  

MUST 

FR.02.10 
The password of the account shall be defined by 
the user. 

MUST 

FR.02.11 
The password of the account shall be modifiable 
by the user. 

MUST 

  

Table 27 - FR.03 Automatic data retrieval 

FR.03 Automatic data retrieval  
Description 

The idea is to present up to date data in the dashboard. This improves the 
accuracy of the presented analytics.  

Acceptance criteria  
The system shall be able to retrieve data automatically from Coursera 
without the participation of the users of the system. 

Constraints to consider 
 Only to gather the data from Coursera Platform (Design decision 

explained in next chapter). 
 The data shall be retrieved using Coursera Data Coordinator creden-

tials. 
 The system shall be resilient to failures (non-functional require-

ment). 
 Coursera divides data in two categories: tables and clickstream. 
 The data returned by Coursera is generated for each request, and it 

is affected by the customer and the number of courses from which 
the information is asked. 

 Coursera API allows for a limited number of requests every day. 
 Coursera API allows two kinds of requests: “clickstream events” 

request and “tables” request. 
 Coursera provides its data in compressed files using ZIP and GZIP 

compression. 
 Coursera API allows for one request of every kind per hour. 
 Coursera API works on UTC time zone. 
ID Derived requirement Priority 

FR.03.01 
The system shall retrieve data from Coursera’s 
API with the credentials of a Data Coordinator. 

MUST 

FR.03.02 
The system shall retrieve data related to the 
courses. 

MUST 

FR.03.03 
The system shall retrieve data related to the click-
stream events. 

MUST 

FR.03.04 The system shall retrieve data every day. MUST 

FR.03.05 
The data retrieval shall be synced to the UTC time 
zone. 

MUST 

FR.03.06 The system shall store the retrieved data. MUST 
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Table 28 - FR.04 Extraction of information from the system 

FR.04 Extraction of information from the system  
Description 

At some point someone might want to obtain information to take it to 
some other place. 

Acceptance criteria  
Users extract the information from the system in the necessary ways. 

Constraints to consider 
 In the web domain PNG is the most used image format since its high 

compression rate. 
 PDF is the most popular format for reports since it is difficult to alter 

and can be interpreted by all printers. 
 Coursera provides its data in compressed files using ZIP and GZIP 

compression. 
ID Derived requirement Priority 

FR.04.01 
Users shall be able to download the graphs from 
the system in PNG format 

MUST 

FR.04.02 
Users shall be able to generate reports from the 
system in PDF format. 

SHOULD 

FR.04.03 
Users shall be able to download datasets from the 
system as retrieved from Coursera. 

WONT 

 

Table 29 - FR.05 Logging of the actions performed on the courses 

FR.05 Logging of the actions performed on the courses 
Description 

This is due to the motivation of people in charge to be able to track the 
activity of the teachers and the members of the quality and design team. 

Acceptance criteria  
Actions registered in the system shall be visible for those who have ac-
cess to the course the action belongs to. The registered actions would 
serve as an indicator of the actions done by the users of the system. 
ID Derived requirement Priority 

FR.05.01 
Users shall register in the system the actions they 
did on the courses. 

SHOULD 

FR.05.02 Actions shall contain a description. MUST 

FR.05.03 
Actions shall contain information of the day they 
were executed. 

MUST 

FR.05.04 Actions shall relate to only one course. MUST 

FR.05.05 
Actions shall be modified by the user that created 
them. 

MUST 

FR.05.06 
In case the user account shall be removed from the 
system, the registered actions shall remain in the 
system. 

SHOULD 

FR.05.07 
Actions shall be removed from the system by an 
administrator. 

MUST 
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5.4    Non-functional Requirements 
Regarding the non-functional requirements and characteristics, these are de-
scribed following the ISO/IEC 25010 standard approach [17]. This standard on 
software quality offers a view focused on eight core quality attributes: 

 Functional Suitability  
This project helps qualified education professionals to make important 
decisions. As a result, the dashboard must contain the most accurate 
information, and it must ensure that such information is presented in a 
complete manner. 

 Performance efficiency 
Within the context of this project, performance relates to usability and 
response times of the user interface. 

 Compatibility 
In this project, the system does not interact with additional systems 
located in the same machine but it might run in a server with other 
applications running and it may not disrupt them. However, the system 
interacts with the MOOC platforms from which the data for the learn-
ing analytics would come. Consequentially, the design shall guarantee 
full inter-operability between the system and such MOOC platforms, 
in this case: Coursera.  

 Usability 
Usability requirements of the project respond mostly to make sure that 
the user experience of the system is comfortable so the tool can become 
a relevant element of their daily work. 

 Reliability 
Since the users of the system may have different routines for accessing 
it, the system shall be available at any moment. In addition, the design 
of the system shall make it tolerant to failures, and possible to recover 
in case failures occur.  

 Security 
In the case of this project, the data has to be treated as confidential and 
so only its users must have access to it. Additionally, the data that is 
displayed on the system does not necessarily need to be accessed by 
all its users. Finally, the data collected from the MOOC platforms must 
not be modified in order to maintain the integrity of the shown analyt-
ics. 

 Maintainability 
EIT Digital expects to employ this project even after it is finished, and 
it is expected that it will continue to grow in the future. The system 
shall be extensible in multiple ways: additional MOOC platforms shall 
be integrated with the system; additional courses shall be integrated in 
the system, and; future developers shall be able to add learning analyt-
ics. 

 Portability  
Considering that the project must be able to continue in the future, and 
that the people involved with the project at this moment may not be 
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available later, installing the system in other pieces of hardware should 
not be a complex task. ■ 

 

Table 30 - Non-functional requirements 

ID Non-functional requirement Priority 

NFR.FS.01 
Diagrams and graphs showed in the dashboard 
shall contain the latest data available. 

MUST 

NFR.FS.02 
The scope of the teachers shall be smaller than 
the scope of the QDT members. 

SHOULD 

NFR.PE.01 
The dashboard and its components shall pro-
vide visual feedback in a time frame within two 
seconds. 

MUST 

NFR.CO.01 
The system shall be able to function on a shared 
hardware or software environment with other 
applications running in it. 

MUST 

NFR.CO.02 
The system shall operate with Coursera’s plat-
form. 

MUST 

NFR.US.01 

The user interface of the dashboard and its 
components shall have a clear structure and be 
recognizable for those users that are already fa-
miliar with the internal structure of the different 
MOOC platforms supported. 

MUST 

NFR.US.02 
The user interface shall be designed with a 
good sense of aesthetics in order to ensure a 
better interaction with the users. 

MUST 

NFR.RE.01 
The system shall provide access to the dash-
board to the users at any given time. 

MUST 

NFR.RE.02 
The system shall have the mechanisms to re-
cover from a failure in less than a day. 

SHOULD 

NFR.SE.01 
The system and its components that provide ac-
cess to data shall implement an authentication 
and authorization mechanism. 

MUST 

NFR.SE.02 
Only users with accounts shall access the sys-
tem. 

MUST 

NFR.SE.03 
The data collected from the MOOC platforms 
shall not be altered by the system or its users. 

MUST 

NFR.MA.01 
The implementation of the system shall be doc-
umented. 

MUST 

NFR.MA.02 

The implementation shall be delivered with the 
proper manuals for adding functionality to the 
system (adding new users, views, graphs and 
statistics) 

MUST 

NFR.MA.03 
The different functions of the system and its 
components shall be testable. 

MUST 

NFR.MA.04 
The implementation of the system shall be 
achieved using the least number of technolo-
gies possible. 

MUST 

NFR.MA.05 
The system shall be extensible in the number of 
supported platforms, courses, types of users, 
and functionality. 

MUST 

NFR.PO.01 The installation process shall be documented. MUST 
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6. Software Architecture 
 

This chapter presents the different architecture alternatives considered for de-
fining the system of this project. 

6.1    Design alternatives 
Two main architectural alternatives were conceived. The main difference be-
tween them is the way data from the MOOC platforms is treated. Thus, this 
project explores two main options: the Data Lake approach and the Data Mart 
approach. Besides their differences, both design alternatives present simili-
tudes in the rest of the components: the use of certain retrieval mechanisms in 
order to bring data into the system from the different platforms, the authenti-
cation mechanism necessary to restrict the access to the tool and the web based 
user interface (UI) that would allow the system to represent the analytics in a 
visual way. 

6.1.1.  Data Lake alternative 

This initial approach to explore is determined by the inclusion of a Data Lake 
as the main means for data storage. 

 Data Lake 

A data lake is a repository for large quantities and varieties of data 
stored in their native format [18]. Data lakes are able to contain all 
sorts of data types, which means that no kind of data is discarded dur-
ing the loading process [19]. This makes data lakes agile and fast to 
adapt to changes in the format of data since it is not necessary to check 
the format of the data that enters the system. 

Technology wise, data lakes are associated with big data solutions like 
Hadoop. Hadoop is an open-source project under the Apache license 
that consists of a series of solutions oriented for the computation of 
massive amounts of data using a distributed network of computers. Ha-
doop provides a distributed file system known as Hadoop Distributed 
File System (HDFS) and a programming model for processing data 
known as MapReduce [20]. 

The main benefit of this approach is that the Data Lake can be fed with data 
from the different sources and formats without additional concern on how this 
data is stored or integrated. Using the Data Lake approach brings two different 
situations to consider: on one hand, it would allow a fast development process 
in which there is no need for a previously defined data model towards which 
the data must be adapted. On the other hand, dealing with a Data Lake increases 
the complexity of the system since it is a relatively new technology for the 
most relevant stakeholders. 

Independently from the access to the data, the analytics contained in the web 
server can be implemented independent from each other. In this sense, analyt-
ics can be designed to use the data of a singular MOOC platform or, if neces-
sary, from multiple platforms. In case of the latter, each analytic would deal 
with the necessary integration of the data prior to making its calculations. This 
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design alternative would make use of the Authentication and Authorization 
component as described previously. 

 

Figure 9 - Data Lake architectural alternative 

Positive aspects and benefits of the design 
 Data lake approach does not require the design of a pre-defined data 

structure towards which the data needs to be adapted. 
 The file system of the data lake can support any kind of data format as 

well as unstructured data. 
 Analytics for new platforms can be developed independently from the 

other existing analytics. 
 Data from new platforms can be added to the Data Lake without af-

fecting the existing data. 
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 The Data Lake is designed for obtaining analytics out of big sets of 
data, and the results would be obtained quickly. 

 The analytics can operate with data from one or multiple MOOC plat-
forms if necessary. 

Negative aspects and risks 
 A data lake solution requires a specific software environment that pre-

sents a steep learning curve. 
 It does present the challenge of keeping the data lake organized so it 

does not become a data swamp, i.e., an unorganized data lake. 
 The filesystem nature of the data lake requires it to be run on a specific 

environment that usually requires powerful hardware. 

How are the quality attributes addressed? 
The functional requirements of this project are addressed by the web server, 
either by the calculation of the necessary analytics, the display of the dash-
boards for the users, or the administrative panel. 

Table 31 - Data Lake alternative, quality attributes 

Quality  
attribute 

How is it achieved? 

Maintainability 

It has multiple components to maintain. However, hav-
ing a single Data Lake with a unique access API means 
that in case new accesses need to be added, the modifi-
cations need to be implemented in a single place. 

Security and 
Privacy 

The Authorization and Authentication component would 
ensure that there are no unauthorized accesses to the data 
from the MOOC platforms. 

Integrability 

New dashboards or analytics can be added to the system 
independently, whether those dashboards or analytics 
use data from a single MOOC platform or several of 
them, the access to the required data is done through the 
shared API. 

6.1.2.  Data Mart alternative 

This second approach is characterized by the use of a Data Mart, as shown in 
Figure 10. 

 Data Mart 

A Data Mart is an access pattern specific for applications that provide 
data to a client. A data Mart is considered a subset of a bigger data 
warehouse that provides a reduced set of information to a specific 
group of users among an organization. In the case of this project, if 
each platform supported by the system would have its corresponding 
data Mart, the whole system would behave as a bigger data warehouse.  

Data Marts offer analytical capabilities on their restricted area of data 
[21]. Data Marts use “schema on write”, which means that, at the mo-
ment of storing the data, data needs to follow a specific format. Since 
Data Marts use structured data formats, they are more similar to the 
traditional relational databases. 
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This alternative keeps the concerns of each platform separated, allowing the 
access to the data through specific interfaces designed for each platform. The 
Authentication and Authorization Component would remain unchanged. 

Its main positive aspect is that being a modular design, new platforms can be 
introduced to the system independently from the previously existing ones. This 
adds new degrees of freedom for future development since additional platforms 
can solve the storage problem in their own unique way, bringing new opportu-
nities to research. In addition, similarly to the Data Lake alternative, this design 
offers flexible analytic design opportunities. 

On the drawback side, this approach introduces numerous elements to maintain 
once the system is running, especially if each platform-specific service is de-
veloped differently.  

Positive aspects and benefits of the design 
 Data Mart approach does not require the design of a pre-defined data 

structure towards which the data needs to be adapted. 
 Each platform can be resolved independently and differently, dealing 

with its own approach. 
 The system can be prototyped faster using relational databases. 

Negative aspects and risks 
 Treating each platform in a unique way means that the design is not 

reusable in terms of modules, except for implementation details of the 
front-end. 

How are the quality attributes addressed? 
Similarly as the previously discussed design alternative, the functional aspects 
are handled by the Web Server component. However, the non-functional as-
pects are addressed by the architecture. 

Table 32 - Data Mart, quality attributes 

Quality  
attribute 

How is it achieved? 

Maintainability 

It introduces multiple dependencies between compo-
nents, but each service for the different MOOC platforms 
could be implemented independently, perhaps even by 
different teams. 

Security and 
Privacy 

The Authorization and Authentication component would 
ensure that there are no unauthorized accesses to the data 
from the MOOC platforms. 

Integrability 
Each platform can be implemented separately, which 
could be beneficial in case different teams would take 
care of the development.  
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Figure 10 - Data Mart architectural alternative 
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6.2    The introduction of the SEP students 
After analyzing the two main alternatives, it was confirmed that a team of stu-
dents would participate in the project. Their participation meant that additional 
constraints would apply and, as a result, these constraints would affect the pro-
cess of the project as well as the system itself. 

1. The SEP project would consist on 10 weeks. The initial two were des-
tined for gathering requirements, the following six for implementing, 
and the last two for last minute fixes and preparation for their final 
presentation. 

2. In order to increase the chances for optimal results, the technologies 
chosen in the project must be known by the SEP students. The use of 
new technologies would delay the implementation since they would 
have to go through a learning process. As a result, Python was chosen 
over R for calculating the analytics. 

3. In the context of SEP projects, it is not allowed to work on legacy code 
or systems developed in the past. That meant that the SEP project must 
be based on exclusively new developments. 

4. The proposed scope must be reasonable in terms of complexity. With 
eight SEP students and considering that the SEP assignment entails 
also documentation labor, the implementation component of the pro-
ject should not be excessive.  

6.3    Decision and final choice 
The decision was to follow the Data Mart approach with an initial focus on the 
Coursera platform. However, the possibility of increasing the number of plat-
forms in the future had to remain relevant in the design. In order to make the 
choice, some concerns were considered: 

 Feasibility of the design 

Considering the time constraints introduced by the frame of the SEP 
project and the skills of the SEP students, there was a clear difference 
between the two architectural alternatives: the Data Lake alternative 
would require the mastering of a completely new series of skills for 
those who might have to deal with it, which, in this case, are the SEP 
students, myself, and those who may take care of the maintenance of 
the project in the future. On the other hand, the Data Mart alternative 
would not require such thing, as it could be implemented using more 
generic database technologies, like SQL.  

 Prioritization for obtaining a running solution for a single plat-
form: Coursera 

Focusing on providing a solution that could be extended incrementally 
in the future was more important than delivering a system which would 
support multiple platforms at the cost of poor functionality.  

 Not necessary to integrate data for any analytic 

Calculation of analytics using data from multiple platforms is rare and 
not a priority since it can lead to inconsistencies. It may be an interest-
ing feature for those courses that are hosted in different platforms, but 
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in the end, since those courses would not have the same learners en-
rolled, comparing them or treating them as one would have no mean-
ing. For those reasons, the final design should avoid that situation and 
must offer only in-platform analytics in its dashboard. 

 The benefits of the Data Lake are not enough 

Since the data is structured, the data lake would require the use of ad-
ditional libraries able to convert SQL queries to the filesystem. This 
sort of add-on would introduce overhead to the queries and as a result, 
the improvement in performance compared to a relational database.  

6.4    Platform architecture 
As a result of the decision previously discussed, and the special focus on cre-
ating an architecture that would work for the Coursera platform, the final de-
sign, Figure 11, consists of a revision of the “Data Mart” alternative.  

 

Figure 11 - Final architectural design 

The biggest modification consisted of the separation of the dashboards and the 
analytics, placing the later ones closer to the data source. This way the concerns 
are explicitly separated and the data manipulation is entirely decoupled from 
the user interface. As a result, what was the “Data access API” was integrated 
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with the analytics and produced the “Analytics API”, a component that would 
produce the analytics required by the dashboard. 

Considering the application of the “Data Mart” approach, the storage used in 
the Coursera Service would be a relational database. Following the suggestions 
included the documentation of Coursera’s API, the chosen database technology 
was PostgreSQL [22]. PostgreSQL is a multi-platform open-source Database 
Management System (DMS) that is widely used in all sorts of domains. Among 
its strong points are: an active community that maintains its software and keeps 
releasing new versions [23], its reliability and stability [24], and its extensibil-
ity in terms of functionality, a result of its open-source nature. In order to com-
ply with the non-functional requirement NFR.MA.04, it was decided that the 
storage for the user-related information would use the same technology: Post-
greSQL. 

With a fast development in mind, and considering the scope of the project, 
Linux development and deployment environments were chosen. Linux servers 
are common in the industry and are compatible with all the technologies re-
searched designing the architecture of the system. This decision would later 
affect the deployment and installation of the resulting product. 

6.4.1.  Positive aspects and benefits of the design 

 The calculation of the analytics is separated from the Web server, this 
improves the usability and the performance of the user interface. 

 It is much more feasible to have a working product in the designated 
time. 

 Future support for new platforms would require the design of new ser-
vices that can be resolved differently if necessary. 

6.4.2.  Negative aspects and risks 

 Treating each platform in a unique way means that the design is not 
reusable in terms of modules, except for implementation details of the 
front-end. 

6.4.3.  How are the quality attributes addressed? 

In similar fashion as the previously discussed design alternatives, the func-
tional aspects are handled by the Web Server component. However, the non-
functional aspects are addressed by the architecture. 

Table 33 - Final design, quality attributes 

Quality  
attribute 

How is it achieved? 

Maintainability 

Integrating the data access API with the analytics into 
the “Analytics API” reduces the number of components 
to be maintained. Although it removes flexibility for cre-
ating cross-platform analytics, it makes the analytics for 
each MOOC platform independent from each other. 

Security and 
Privacy 

The Authorization and Authentication component would 
ensure that there are no unauthorized accesses to the data 
from the MOOC platforms. 

Integrability 
New services for additional platforms, as well as the 
dashboards that would present their data to the users, can 
be developed independently. 
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6.5    SEP students’ participation 
A key element of the chosen design is its capability of fragmenting it into 
smaller components that can be developed independently. This property in par-
ticular proved to be useful when determining which responsibilities to delegate 
to the SEP students. 

For the definition of the SEP assignment, there were certain things to consider: 

 The SEP students would not work on the extension of previously de-
veloped systems.  

 The SEP students could not be forced to follow a specific design. In-
stead, they could be provided with a high level indication of what to 
implement. 

 As a group of eight students, their velocity and throughput would be 
much bigger than the effort one person could reach alone. 

In conclusion, the decision was to delegate some tasks on them:  

 the implementation of the user interface 
 the authentication and authorization mechanisms 
 the design of the learning analytics 

The PDEng trainee would implement the retrieval mechanism that kept the da-
tabase up-to-date as well as provide them with an initial version of the Analyt-
ics API. According to the plan, once the Learning Analytics were implemented, 
they could be integrated with the Analytics API.  

The distribution of responsibilities is shown in Figure 12, in blue, the sections 
that would be responsibility of the PDEng trainee, and in red stripes, the stu-
dents’ part. ■ 
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Figure 12 - Responsibility share with the SEP students 
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7. Software Design 
 

This chapter gives a more detailed insight into the design decisions taken 
throughout this project, from choosing specific technologies to solving prob-
lems that appeared during the development.  

These design decisions are presented in three categories: those related to the 
main problems that affected the system, those that are related to the way data 
is retrieved from Coursera, and those decisions that were made during the im-
plementation of the project. 

7.1    Platform design decisions 
In this section are presented the main design decisions addressing the chal-
lenges discussed in Chapter 3.5   . 

7.1.1.  Online platform design 

Two architectural design patterns were considered for the design of the system: 
model-view-controller (MVC) and micro-services. 

MVC 
This pattern is common in object-oriented development, but also in web 
development [25]. It consists of the combination of three main compo-
nents:  

 The Model, which represents the data existing in the system as well 
as its structure. 

 The View, which is the collection of elements that shape the user 
interface. 

 The Controller, consisting of the components and logic that connects 
the model to the view. 

These three components correspond to the elements expected to exist in 
this project: the model (the data), the view (the dashboard presented in the 
web client), and the controller (the server that would contain the analyt-
ics). 

Micro-services 
Micro-service oriented architectures consist on the combination of multi-
ple services that deal with a relatively small task each. These services are 
independent from each other and together collaborate when shaping the 
behavior of the system, resulting in a great scalability. These architectures 
enable the continuous delivery and deployment of complex and large ap-
plications [26]. 

The final design makes use of those two patterns, making multiple instances of 
the MVC pattern, one for each MOOC platform supported by the system, while 
making use of a single view. 
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7.1.2.  Effective storage of heterogeneous data formats 

When considering the storage and manipulation of heterogeneous data formats, 
there are three main options: store them together, store them separately, and 
integrate them into a unified data format. The previous year’s approach con-
sisted of integrating data from multiple sources using a technique called Ex-
tract-Transform-Load (ETL). 

ETL 
ETL is commonly used when designing data-heavy software solutions. 
The application of the ETL approach in the previous year’s design was 
not supported entirely by the stakeholders due to the data integration nec-
essary by the Transformation step. This integration proved to be costly in 
resources. It also proved dangerous to the integrity of the data since data 
from different sources, which would contain different types of infor-
mation, would be “integrated” into a common format with only the shared 
fields from the different data sources. Information was lost as a result. 

The decision was to avoid the integration of the data from the different MOOC 
platforms. As a result, the two remaining options on how to deal with multiple 
data formats were: storing them together and storing them separately. These 
two options shaped the two design alternatives discussed in Chapter 0: Data 
Lake and Data Mart. 

7.1.3.  Specification of analytics 

Analytics were specified as part of the requirements gathering process. How-
ever, implementation of the analytics requires the use of data management 
technologies. According to previous solutions of this project, implementation 
could be achieved using two main languages: R and Python.  

R 
R is an open-source programming language widely accepted among the 
data science community. It has a long history (over 20 years) as a product 
destined for statisticians and data analysts, which translates to a big fol-
lowing and numerous existing libraries that can solve all sorts of prob-
lems. R focuses on creating user friendly data analysis and statistical mod-
els. However, its steep learning curve make it difficult to master for new-
comers [27]. 

Python 
Python is another open-source language with a large acceptance and a 
broad collection of existing libraries. Although it has existed for less time 
than R, Python has become a more popular language among developers. 
In terms of usability, Python is a generic language focused on readability 
which not only creates a gradual learning curve for programmers, but also 
increases the maintainability of the code written with it. As a tool, it is 
primarily used by engineers who are not familiar with data analysis tech-
niques or data science. In total, Python presents a big development com-
munity that offers a wide variety of libraries that can apply to any situation 
[28]. 

The decision was to choose Python over R for its simplicity and versatility. 
Moreover, Python is one of the languages that the SEP students are proficient 
with. 
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7.1.4.  Effective analysis and visualization of information 

Multiple tools and preexisting solutions – within the domain of business intel-
ligence and dashboard design – were explored, such as BIRT, Seal Report and 
Zoho Reports [29] [30]. These tools presented different challenges: some were 
paid products; others required specific data analyst knowledge; and most of 
them required expert knowledge on the tool itself.  

In order to simplify the stack of the project, two Python libraries were consid-
ered: Bokeh and Dash. These two libraries offer similar capabilities for dash-
board creation, the major difference being that Bokeh is more popular among 
developers [31]. The conclusion was that, having the two of them open-source 
licenses, both libraries seemed to be the perfect fit for the project.  

However, as explained in the previous chapter, the development of the UI was 
delegated to the SEP students, and in order to guarantee a satisfactory devel-
opment, the decision of which technology to use to construct the visual part of 
the dashboard was theirs. In the end, the dashboard was designed using JavaS-
cript, specifically, Vue.js [32]. The Vue.js framework is an open-source project 
that has gained a big and active following over the last years. Its main appeal 
is that it is a progressive framework. This means that it can be introduced 
slowly into existing web applications without disrupting the pre-existing func-
tionality. As a result, it is a very flexible tool suitable for agile development 
such as this project’s development [33] [34]. All those characteristics contrib-
ute to a gentle learning curve and faster development and deployment [35]. 

7.1.5.  Restricted access to the platform and private data protection 

For the security of the system and the transactions between the components, 
different options of secure communication were considered. In the context of 
restricting and securing access to a resource, two concepts are important: au-
thentication and authorization. Authorization refers to verifying the identity of 
the requester, and authorization relates to the things such requester can get from 
the resource. From the conducted research, HTTP Basic Authentication (BA), 
and Oauth were the most relevant protocols encountered.  

HTTP Basic Authentication 
HTTP BA, as its name indicates, is the simplest method for restricting 
access to a web service. This mechanism does not require elements such 
as cookies, session identifiers, or login pages: instead, the authentication 
information is sent through the HTTP headers, thus removing the need for 
handshakes [36]. 

Oauth 
Oauth is an authorization protocol widely adopted in the industry used to 
provide authorization to all sorts of applications. Its latest version is 
Oauth2. This protocol employs an authorization server that assigns tokens 
to the valid clients so they can communicate with the required resources. 
Once the client contacts the resource and shares the token, then the re-
source validates the token against the authorization server. If the token is 
correct, it is correct then the communication client-resource can happen.  

OAuth2 also allows the possibility of using a single authorization server 
with multiple clients and for multiple resources [37]. Compared to the 
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HTTP BA, this method is much more reliable, since the tokens generated 
are valid for each unique user [36]. 

The chosen approach involved the design of an authentication and authoriza-
tion service. This service would authenticate the users of the system and would 
ensure that only those authenticated users would have access to the data con-
tained in the system. This service would be supported by a storage component 
that would contain the login information of the accounts of the system, as well 
as the necessary tokens for the authorization of the communication. 

7.2    Data retrieval from Coursera 
Considering the constraints presented in FR.03 and its derived requirements, 
the design of the retrieval mechanism was made with the following decisions: 

 FR.03.01, FR.03.02, and FR.03.03 

In order to obtain all the information related to the courses, the retrieval 
mechanism shall connect to Coursera’s API using the Data Coordina-
tor credentials of the one responsible within EIT Digital, in this case, 
the credentials of the supervisor and Product Owner, Antoine Van den 
Beemt. The obtained data would be stored in PostgreSQL as a snapshot 
of Coursera’s database, containing only the information related to EIT 
Digital. 

 FR.03.0, FR.03.05, and NFR.FS.01 

The retrieval mechanism shall obtain data from Coursera as soon as it 
is available, which means that it has to be done at the beginning of a 
new day according to the UTC 0 time zone. As a result, the retrieval 
mechanism shall be scheduled. The best way for scheduling a recurrent 
task in a Unix-based operating system is to use the tool cron [38]. 

 The content returned by Coursera’s API in the tables request is always 
complete and additive. This means that a more recent request would 
receive the same information as the one made earlier plus the data gen-
erated during the interval between them. This has been a challenge for 
updating the database in previous solutions of this project.  

Since Coursera provides 106 tables without any use of primary keys or 
unique identifiers, there was not enough time in the project to find a 
more elegant solution. The chosen update mechanism was the simplest 
one: to empty the tables in the database and to later fill them with the 
most recent data. 
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7.3    System development 
During the development process, other decisions were taken: 

 The implementation the Analytics API was delegated on the SEP stu-
dents, as displayed in Figure 13. However, part of the agreement was 
that the implementation would follow the design marked by the pro-
posed architecture. 
 

 

Figure 13 - Revised responsibility share with the SEP students 

 

 For developing the different components of the system, the Django 
web framework was selected as the main development tool. This deci-
sion was a result of a negotiation with the SEP students. The decisive 
factor was that one of the students had previous experience as a con-
tributor to the open-source Django project. The Analytics API and the 
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Authentication and Authorization component was implemented using 
Django’s framework.  

Django is an extensively accepted open-source framework [39] recog-
nized for its opportunities for fast development, modularity, scalability 
and flexibility. Django provides support for multiple database types. A 
main characteristic is the abstraction it provides for typical back-end 
operations that require database manipulations. As a result, it simpli-
fies the task of defining queries and updating database tables. 

 One of the key aspects of the design of the analytics API is that it aims 
to feed the different sections of the dashboard providing a reduced 
number of endpoints. Which results in a reduced number of interfaces 
to maintain. 
 

 In order to improve the performance of the Analytics API Materialized 
Views were proposed [40]. A materialized view can contain the results 
of a query that has been executed over the tables of the database and 
other views. This way of caching the results of previously executed 
queries is mainly useful for serving those values faster than if they 
were calculated ad-hoc.  
 
PostgreSQL is the only open-source DMS with support for material-
ized views. One of the benefits of the materialized views is that they 
persist even if the tables that were used to generate their content are 
dropped. In addition, in order to re-calculate the content of the materi-
alized views, only a “refresh” command is required.  

Considering the database update mechanism, and in order to comply 
with the requirement NFR.RE.01, all the information required by the 
dashboard shall be previously stored in a set of materialized views. ■  
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8. System Implementation 
 

The previous two chapters discussed the system architecture and design as well 
as the main relevant design decisions that shaped this project. This chapter, 
discusses the realization of the system focusing on: the elements that define it, 
how they interconnect with each other, and how they can be deployed. 

As mentioned in the previous chapters, due to the time constraints and the par-
ticipation of the SEP students in the project, the system’s architecture was split 
in two parts. These two parts were meant to be developed by the PDEng trainee 
and the SEP students, as shown in Figure 14. The trainee’s part being: the data 
retrieval application, which would collect data from the Coursera MOOC plat-
form. The SEP students’ part consisted on the dashboard platform, which 
would present the learning analytics to the users in a dashboard manner, and 
the Coursera database snapshot, which was used by both parts. 

 

Figure 14 - Final implementation of the design 
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8.1    Data retrieval application 
As agreed in the allocation of responsibilities, the PDEng trainee worked on 
the implementation of the data retrieval application. According to the architec-
ture of the system, this application works independently from the rest of the 
system and is in responsible for obtaining the data used to generate the learning 
analytics that the dashboard platform would display. Since the scope of this 
project focuses on the Coursera MOOC platform. 

As described in the previous chapter, the tool was implemented using Python 
as the programming language, and the library courseraresearchexports was 
the most important tool used to obtain the data. The data retrieval application 
also uses other specific modules that help handling the files obtained from 
Coursera and communicate with the PostgreSQL database. 

Regarding the implementation of the data retrieval application, it is important 
to mention its dependencies and behavior. 

8.1.1.  Dependencies 

The most relevant dependencies to consider are: 

 The library courseraresearchexports [41] 
o It provides the necessary data structures and API calls that deal 

with requesting and obtaining the data from the Coursera API 
 The library courseraoauth2client [42] 

o It authenticates and authorizes the application for obtaining 
the data from the Coursera API 

 The Python module psycopg2 [43] 
o It allows connecting to the PostgreSQL database used in the 

system. 
 The module developed by the SEP students for updating the material-

ized views. 

8.1.2.  Application behavior 

According to the design, the data retrieval tool is scheduled to run once every 
day at a specific time. When it runs, as shown in Figure 15, its execution fol-
lows a rather simple state machine: it requests the data from the Coursera API, 
then it downloads the data once this is available and, lastly, it loads the data 
into the database. 

 Issuing the requests to the Coursera API:  
Here it requests the tables and the events. In case the server is pro-
cessing too many requests, it will wait for 20 minutes before checking 
again.  

 Downloading requests from the Coursera API:  
Here it downloads the tables and the events. In case the server has not 
finished processing the requests, it will wait for 20 minutes before 
checking again.  

 Updating the database:  
Here the tool extracts the data from the files obtained from the previous 
state and updates the database with the new data.  

After the database has been updated with new data, the tool also calls the 
method that refreshes the materialized views. It is important to mention that 
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the module responsible for refreshing the materialized views used in the data-
base was initially developed inside the same project as the Coursera Analytics 
API. This does not mean that the update operation can be triggered from the 
API. This was decided in order to keep separated the implementation of the 
SEP students from the PDEng trainee’s.  

 

 

Figure 15 - State machine of the data retrieval application 

 

8.2    Dashboard platform 
Together with the data retrieval application, the other main component of the 
system developed in this project is a dashboard platform. The implementation 
of this platform was delegated to a team of students, the SEP students, accord-
ing to the division of tasks explained in previous chapters. The components 
were implemented using different technologies although the implementation 
relays mostly on Python, using the Django web framework, and JavaScript. 

8.2.1.  Front-end 

As Figure 16 shows, the implemented front-end consists of an exclusively 
browser-supported application. This application was implemented using the 
JavaScript framework Vue.js. The front-end offers a series of views that can 
be navigated as the following diagram shows. 

For detailed understanding of how the views look like, see Appendix E – UI 

screenshots. 
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8.2.2.  Back-end 

The back-end of the dashboard platform has multiple functions: authentication 
server, platform database, and dashboard content provider. It was all imple-
mented using Python as the main development language, making use of 
Django’s web framework to that handle the logic of the server and the user 
authentication. 

 

 

Figure 16 - Structure of the website for the dashboard 

 

8.2.3.  Coursera Analytics API 

The Analytics API was implemented using Python, specifically the Django 
framework. It provides different endpoints depending on their purpose. Each 
endpoint is meant to be used for obtaining the data each view of the dashboard 
needs. Views are a key component of Django. They are essentially classes that 
take a web request and produce a web response. Views are mostly used as a 
way of retrieving information from a database, applying some logic in the 
back-end, returning HTML, and more [44]. When the client requests a different 
view, the dashboard makes the call to the analytics API and returns all values 
that are shown in that view to the client.  
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API endpoints are view specific and they were designed to correspond with the 
major views of the dashboard: Course view, Video analytics view, Quiz ana-
lytics view, and Assignment analytics view. The endpoints are registered as 
follows: 

 coursera-api/course-analytics  
o Returns the list of courses. 

 coursera-api/course-analytics/{course_id} 
o Returns the analytics of a course. 

 coursera-api/video-analytics/{course_id} 
o Returns the partial analytics in the list of videos. 

 coursera-api/video-analytics/{course_id}/{video_item_id}  
o Returns the analytics of a video. 

 coursera-api/assignment-analytics/{course_id} 
o Returns the partial analytics in the list of assignments. 

 coursera-api/assignment-analytics/{course_id}/{assign-
ment_item_id} 

o Returns the analytics of an assignment. 
 coursera-api/quiz-analytics/{course_id} 

o Returns the partial analytics in the list of quizzes. 
 coursera-api/quiz-analytics/{course_id}/{quiz_id} 

o Returns the analytics of a quiz in its latest version. 

8.3    Coursera database snapshot 
This component of the architecture was agreed to be shared between the SEP 
project and the PDEng project. As a result, the internal structure of the database 
was shaped by both stakeholders. As explained in the previous chapter, the 
design of the database includes the default tables, which are inherited from the 
structure in the data obtained from Coursera, and the materialized views, intro-
duced to improve the performance and the availability of the database. 

8.3.1.  Default tables  

In the data obtained from Coursera, there are 106 tables – 105 correspond to 
the data related to the courses and the other one to the clickstream events. From 
all those tables, and due to the scope of this project, only a subset is used when 
calculating the analytics displayed on the dashboard. 

8.3.2.  Materialized views 

There are 39 materialized views in the database. Materialized views contain 
pre-calculated values, useful for faster queries on the system. Their presence 
also ensures the availability of the database during its update process. This pro-
cess was implemented by the SEP students and is executed by means of the 
Django framework. 

8.4    Deployment 
The deployment process varies depending on the component. The process for 
installing and deploying the components developed by the SEP students is de-
scribed in the documentation of their project, specifically in the Software 
Transfer Document [45]. 
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8.4.1.  System requirements 

The system, including all its components, was deployed in a Virtual Machine 
hosted in the servers of the Eindhoven University of Technology. Its specifi-
cations were: 

 Operating System: Ubuntu 7.3.0 
 Hard disk space: 100 GB 
 RAM space: 4GB 
 CPU cores: 4 

8.4.2.  Data retrieval application 

The data retrieval application contains the files depicted in Error! Reference 
source not found.. The colors used in the figure represent the type of files. The 
folders “tables” and “events” are the default location for keeping the data after 
the database has been updated.  

 

Figure 17 - Relations between the elements of the data retrieval  
application
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In order to function, PostgreSQL must be installed in the system with an ac-
cessible database.  

Before running the tool, the configuration file config.json needs to be modi-
fied. Users must specify: 

 If it is the first time the tool is run. Depending on it, tables of the data-
base are dropped or emptied.  

 The location where tables and clickstream data are downloaded, as 
well as the location where they are stored after updating the database. 

 The initial date from which the clickstream data is requested. 
 The identifier Coursera assigns to the customer, in this case EIT Digi-

tal. 
 The name of the database. 
 The name of the database user. 

To run the tool, the following command is required: 

$ python automatic_requester.py config.json 

 
In order to schedule the tool to run every day at three in the morning using 
cron, the following instructions are used: 

$ crontab –e 

*Inside the editor* 
3 * * * * python automatic_requester.py config.json 

■ 
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9. Verification and Validation 
 

This chapter discusses the verification and validations processes the resulting 
implementation of this project went through. 

9.1    System verification 
Verification of the system was accomplished in different ways. At the end of 
the SEP project, the sections developed by the students were verified formally 
passing an Acceptance Test [46] that covered all the agreed functional aspects 
of the dashboard [15]. The result of the test was that 56.6% of the requirements 
gathered by the students were successfully verified by the acceptance test. The 
rest of the requirements were not implemented. 

The functional aspects of the system of this project were verified during the 
development through a Continuous Testing process, were modifications to the 
code would not be merged in the build until they passed the previously defined 
tests. Unit testing was used in that process.  

Non-functional aspects like performance and availability were verified infor-
mally through the use of the system. Other aspects such as maintainability and 
portability were verified practically during the last month of the project, when 
a new machine was set up and some of the students had left the project and 
were not available for consultation. Usability, on the other hand, was evaluated 
by a UI-UX designer. 

The resulting coverage of the requirements, functional or non-functional, of 
the project is presented in Appendix F – Requirements coverage. 

9.2    System validation 
The validation of the project’s outcome was a continuous effort. During the 
project, validation from the end users and stakeholders was achieved through 
interviews and demonstrations of the system’s functionality. The progress was 
shown to the main stakeholders of the project in multiple sessions. After each 
session, feedback was received and applied to planning ahead for the following 
one. In order to validate the results and collect additional requirements, the 
system was showcased to potential users of the system on multiple interactive 
sessions.  

During the development of the SEP project, the PDEng trainee was in charge 
of validating the results during the weekly demo sessions, as a client of the SEP 
project. 

Closer to the end of the project, the system was showcased to two teachers 
potential users of the system. Both of them evaluated positively the teacher´s 
functionality of the system, mainly the displayed analytics, which were con-
sidered adequate. They also validated the design decisions regarding the user 
interface, which they considered easy to use. In addition, they brought some 
new ideas for the user interface, such as: sorting the videos, quizzes and as-
signments by lesson, or adding more useful analytics to the list of videos, quiz-
zes and assignments, in order to make such display helpful to the user. ■
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10. Project Management 
 

This chapter discusses the project management – the planning throughout the 
project and the changes and the risks that affected the planning. 

10.1    Project planning 
The project took place from July until December 2018. The overall planning is 
displayed in Figure 18. It was reviewed after each sprint and Project Steering 
Group (PSG) meetings. The planning for the SEP project and the student as-
sistants are integrated in this planning. 

10.1.1.  Sprint planning 

An agile approach was followed, based on the SCRUM methodology. It was 
decided that sprints would take three weeks and their progress would be eval-
uated with weekly progress meetings. In addition, monthly meetings were 
scheduled with the PSG meetings, as well as three performance evaluations.  

Throughout the project, the main tasks were: to perform an architecture analy-
sis of the previous solutions of the project (Appendix A – Architecture analysis 

of ), to collect, adapt and prioritize the requirements for the project design and 
the SEP project, to implement the chosen design, and to produce this report. 

10.1.2.  Planning for the SEP project 

The SEP project took place during ten weeks between September and Novem-
ber. This project introduced new responsibilities with the SEP students in the 
role as their customer. Interactions like validation of documents, assistance to 
weekly demos, or indication of the following priorities became part of the 
agenda. 

Early in the process, the SPRINT agile approach [16] was applied with the SEP 
students. This approach introduced the use of the mock user interface men-
tioned in the requirements chapter. 

10.1.3.  Planning for the student assistants 

At the end of the SEP project, some of the students were hired by EIT Digital 
as student assistants in order to continue adding functionality to the project. 
The decision was to follow an agile approach with two-week sprints between 
November and December. Task coordination was achieved with the tickets 
system of GitLab [47] and the use of Slack [48]. ■ 
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Figure 18 - Project plan
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10.2    Risk Analysis 
During the project, a number of risks were identified. The most relevant risks 
are presented in Table 34 and Table 35. The following risk analysis presents 
the impact and likelihood of the risks as well as the mitigation and contingency 
strategies. 

Table 34 - Risk analysis, Impact and Likelihood 

ID Risk / Consequence Impact 
Likeli-
hood 

R.01 

Stakeholder not available during important 
phases of the project. 

H L 
It would reduce the possibility of obtaining 
feedback on decisions or deliverables. 

R.02 
Data from last year is not accessible 

H L 
Data from last year is unavailable or lost. 

R.03 
Stakeholder does not approve the design 

H L It may delay the project, which is not an op-
tion. 

R.04 
SEP project adds too much extra work. 

H M The SEP project consumes too much of the 
PDEng trainee’s time. 

R.05 
Minimal requirements are not met. 

H L 
The project is considered a failure. 

R.06 

Bias from the previous project. 

H M 
Taking the relay of last year’s project may 
bias the trainee’s perception of requirements 
and priorities. 

R.07 

Requirements change drastically during the 
project. 

H M 
Stakeholders decide their requirements are 
different mid-project. 

R.08 

There is nothing to do with last year’s results 
and everything has to be re-done. 

H H Last year project cannot be used anyhow. As 
a result the project needs to be rethought en-
tirely. 

R.09 

The SEP students produce unmaintainable 
code. 

H M Could happen that the SEP students code 
without control and produce bad code that no 
one will understand. 

R.10 

The requirements defined by the SEP stu-
dents are not specific enough 

M M 
Could make the deliverables difficult to as-
sess. This would create more problems for 
the validation and approval of the design and 
the project. 

R.11 

The design and architectural approach is too 
complex to be developed in the limited time 
frame H M 
The project could end up being a complex 
design without a clear implementation. 
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In Table 35, the different mitigation and contingency strategies to the previously 
presented risks. 

Table 35 - Risk analysis, Mitigation and Contingency 

ID Mitigation Contingency 

R.01 

Identify replacement stakehold-
ers. Ask as many questions to 
stakeholders as early as possi-
ble. 

Search for new stakeholders. 

R.02 
Find other sources for data from 
the desired platforms as early as 
possible. 

Find other sources for data from 
the desired platforms or use a 
backup if possible 

R.03 
Discuss design decisions early 
and regularly with stakeholders. 

Set a meeting where the scope 
of the project and the responsi-
bilities are re-negotiated. 

R.04 

Make sure requirements for the 
SEP project are as precise as 
possible, so that they can work 
fully independently. 

Set a meeting where the scope 
of the project and the responsi-
bilities are re-negotiated. 

R.05 
Frequent validation of require-
ments completion. 

Set a meeting where the scope 
of the project and the responsi-
bilities are re-negotiated. 

R.06 

Taking ownership of this pro-
ject’s requirements and validat-
ing regularly with the customer. 

Set a meeting for validating the 
design with stakeholders. 

R.07 

Regular meetings and validation 
of requirements. Also, keep rel-
evant stakeholders informed of 
the remaining time of the pro-
ject. 

Set a meeting where the scope 
of the project and the responsi-
bilities are re-negotiated. 

R.08 

Little to be done to prevent it. 
What can be done is preparation 
of stakeholders and let them 
know that the risk exists and 
how it will impact the overall 
result. 

Once it is done, the next task is 
to set a proper scope for the fol-
lowing months. 

R.09 

Inform students right away 
about the expected clarity in 
their deliverables. 

Set a meeting with the students 
in order to decide whether it is 
necessary to stop development 
and work in clarifying the code. 

R.10 
Prepare the requirements be-
forehand. 

Set a meeting and see if the re-
quirements of the SEP project 
can be re-negotiated. 

R.11 

Discuss the design among the 
stakeholders in order to get dif-
ferent points of view and hope-
fully identify parts that are too 
complex. 

Set a meeting where the scope 
of the project and the responsi-
bilities are re-negotiated. 
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During the project, some of the risks occurred and decisions were made. 

 R.08 - There is nothing to do with last year’s results and everything 
has to be re-done. 

Early in the design phase of this project, it was concluded that results 
from previous years were not taken into consideration when imple-
menting this project. As a conclusion, the final scope of the project was 
negotiated and a new implementation was generated. 

 R.10- The requirements defined by the SEP students are not spe-
cific enough 

When the SEP project started, some of the requirements were not spe-
cific enough, and some usability requirements were not included in the 
first negotiation of their requirements. As a result, a second negotiation 
was necessary in order to fulfill the expectations of EIT Digital. ■ 
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11. Conclusions 
 

This chapter summarizes the results, how the project challenges were ad-
dressed, and the future direction of this project. It also explores the possible 
recommendations for further iterations of this project. 

11.1    Overall results 
This project goal is to provide a platform on which data from different MOOC 
platforms could be presented to users in a useful and enriching way. The pro-
ject scope was to develop a system that presents Learning Analytics on courses 
provided on the Coursera platform. 

The architecture of the platform is modular – in a way that it enables the addi-
tion of analytics from other platforms. The storage for the system follows the 
Data Mart approach. This enhances its maintainability since the data obtained 
from the MOOC platforms is kept in its own storage. 

The process of retrieving the data from the MOOC platforms, Coursera in this 
case, is done automatically, which frees the system administrator from the task 
of manually updating the contents of the database.  

This implementation, in contrast with past designs, does not require any data 
integration of any kind. In addition, the user interface can be updated with sup-
port to new dashboards as long as they request through the Data Analytics APIs 
proposed in this project. 

The use of a Data Analytics API provides access to the most relevant analytics 
used in the dashboard. Additionally, the security related features were imple-
mented to protect the customer’s and the end user’s privacy.  

The presentation of the information and the analytics on the dashboard is done 
in a more aesthetic way by involving the feedback of the UX designers. Over-
all, the response from the stakeholders and potential end users has been posi-
tive and full of interesting additions that could become part of the dashboard 
in the future. 
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11.2    Addressed challenges 
This addresses the results of the expected challenges, and the design decisions 
that derived from them. 

 Online platform and user interface design 
This problem was addressed by involving the SEP students into the 
design process due to the expertise they had on web technologies. The 
web application was implemented with the combination of the Vue.js 
framework and Django. 

 Effective storage of heterogeneous data formats 
Considering the scope of the project, data storage was focused on 
Coursera’s data only. However, due to the resulting architectural de-
sign, data from different MOOC platforms can be dealt with inde-
pendently. In the case of the Coursera platform, data is stored in a Post-
greSQL database. 

 Specification of analytics 
During the progress of the project, the dashboard was revised multiple 
times with the stakeholders and end-users resulting in a continuous re-
finement of the analytics expected. 

 Proactive and predictive analytics 
This aspect was not addressed due to the scope of the project. The re-
sulting dashboard shows descriptive information only. However, ana-
lytics that predict could be integrated in the final design of the system. 

 Effective analysis and visualization of information 
The criteria of the main stakeholders, end users and UX experts played 
an important role when resolving the best way to present the analytics 
in the dashboard.  

 Restricted access to the platform and private data protection 
It was addressed by the inclusion of specific requirements linked to the 
authentication and authorized use of the resulting system.  

 Longevity of the solution 
This aspect was addressed partially during the course of the project. 
The main contribution of the involved stakeholders of this project for 
its longevity was the creation of specific documentation that explains 
the installation and maintenance of the system. 
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11.3    Future work 
As future work, the following specific tasks could be carried out, either as fol-
low-up projects or an extension of this project. 

Table 36 - Future tasks 

ID Future task Priority 

FT.01 
Improving the performance of the update process of the 
materialized views, reducing the time for updating the 
database. 

HIGH 

FT.02 
Migrating the code of the update process of the materi-
alized views from the Coursera Analytics project to the 
data retrieval application. 

LOW 

FT.03 
Modifying the analytics API for one with more granu-
larity, which could allow requesting individual analyt-
ics. 

LOW 

FT.04 
Improving the robustness of the data retrieval applica-
tion, increasing the reliability of the system. 

HIGH 

FT.05 
Testing the support for additional platforms, which 
could include other MOOC platforms or repeated in-
stances of the already supported platforms (Coursera). 

LOW 

FT.06 
Including analytics for other elements taken from the 
Coursera course structure. 

LOW 

FT.07 

Improving the user experience given by the dashboard, 
altering the way values are presented, modifying the 
structure of the user interface, or adding direct links to 
Coursera’s dashboard from the existing pages of the 
dashboard. 

HIGH 

 

As a long term future work, the platform can be extended to support other 
MOOC platforms. ■ 
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12. Project Retrospective 
 

This chapter provides a reflection on the project based on the author’s perspec-
tive.  

12.1    Reflection 
Working on this assignment was a challenging experience with great value. 
This project was presented to me as a second chance for demonstrating what I 
had learned from the PDEng program over the last months.  

Considering the streamlined nature of this project, from the very beginning the 
goal was quite clear. This detail helped to speed the process and to adapt the 
scope to the tight time frame of this project. The multiple meetings I had with 
the stakeholders helped me understand the domain of the project, as well as the 
customer needs.  

During the project we decided to take the risk of working with the SEP stu-
dents. I was aware that if their collaboration didn’t turn right the outcome of 
the project might be affected negatively. However, I am pleased that the stu-
dents took the project with the right energy and skill, resulting in the delivered 
system. 

The collaboration with the SEP students was a fun challenge, both as a cus-
tomer at the beginning, and as a team lead during the last weeks of the project. 
Working with them introduced new challenges and responsibilities, and I was 
able to apply the soft skills I had learned during the first year of PDEng. 

When I started this project, my main goal was to improve as an engineer, as a 
PDEng. Priorities recognition, communication and expectation management 
were my focus and, after the last five months, I feel that I have improved on 
those. Although there is room for improvement. 

12.2    Design opportunities revisited 
Although the customers and I are satisfied with the results of the project, given 
more time and considering the decision of following the Data Mart design in 
Chapter 6 – mainly influenced by  

 The feasibility of the implementation, and  
 The need for a working solution by the end of the project, 

I would consider that the Big Data dimension of this project could benefit from 
a more in depth exploration of the Data Lake approach. Especially, considering 
that a possible next step would be the inclusion of learning analytics for other 
MOOC platforms different from Coursera. ■ 
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13. Appendix A – Architecture 
analysis of previous solutions 

 

Software architecture is as important in life as a building’s architecture. Some-
times, during the lifecycle of a software it is necessary to do an analysis of its 
architecture, just to be sure everything is going as planned or in order to dis-
cover possible failures. However, the moment in time this analysis takes place, 
can affect differently: 

 During the development of a system 
While designing an architecture, the earlier an analysis is done the eas-
ier it is to identify possible errors in the design. It also serves as a re-
assuring mechanism if the architecture is correct and applies to the sys-
tem’s context, or as an early attention note to make major changes in 
the design. 

 When acquiring a system 
In case an organization obtains a legacy product that will become an 
asset of theirs, it is important to analyze it in order to understand its 
functioning and, in case there is some maintenance to be done, the or-
ganization is able to do it without breaking it. 

This analysis takes place after three solutions of addressing the dashboard-pro-
ject. The main purpose of this analysis is to clarify how these designs fulfilled 
their objectives in order to make a decision on how the project should continue 
in the near future. 

13.1    Architecture evaluation methods 
I compared some of the multiple methods available: SAAM (Software Archi-
tecture Analysis Method), ATAM (Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method) 
and ARID (Active Reviews for Intermediate Design). 

13.1.1.  SAAM 

This evaluation method was invented during the 90’s, and is useful for evalu-
ating the quality aspects of a software architecture. The SAAM approach fo-
cuses on scenarios and user stories in order to bring the context that would 
clarify how those quality attributes must be measured. A SAAM review is done 
in collaboration with the main stakeholders involved in the design of the archi-
tecture. While performing the evaluation, the following elements are required: 

 An architecture description, 
 A set of scenarios or user stories, 
 An analysis of how the architecture behaves when solving those sce-

narios, 
 A summary of the results of that analysis. 

13.1.2.  ATAM 

ATAM was created as an iteration on SAAM. It introduced the quality goals 
and business goals of the system and the architecture as elements that need the 
focus of the evaluators during the evaluation process. It is useful for identifying 
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the impact of certain design decisions and to keep track of where the tradeoff 
points are. 

An ATAM evaluation is similar to a SAAM evaluation in the way that it re-
quires the mains stakeholders to meet and present the architecture. ATAM fo-
cuses on the architectural design alternatives, and how they relate to the rele-
vant quality attributes in different scenarios. It also places its focus on the rel-
ative priorities of those quality attributes.  

13.1.3.  ARID 

This evaluation approach is mainly for designs that are not finished yet. The 
evaluation is conducted by the architect responsible of the design and the soft-
ware engineers that will implement it. ARID is a process that helps to arrive 
into a better implementation.  

13.1.4.  The chosen methodology 

At the moment of this architecture evaluation, the main stakeholders of this 
project were on holidays. However, there is plenty documentation left from the 
project of previous year. Since ARID wouldn’t apply due to its focus in ongo-
ing designs, I decided to apply an approach similar to both SAAM and ATAM, 
primarily based on scenarios that consider the main business goals of the dash-
board-project. Working on the available resources, I will follow the steps: 

1. Define some user stories that describe the quality attributes and busi-
ness goals of the dashboard-project. 

2. Compare how these user stories are satisfied or not by the existing ar-
chitectures of the dashboard-project. 

3. Conclude with a recommendation on what the next steps to follow 
could be. 

13.2    Findings 
The main connection between the past implementations of this project are the 
requirements, and the need to produce a tool that helps qualified personnel to 
monitor online courses using learning analytics. The courses EIT Digital pro-
vide are available on different MOOC platforms. 

13.2.1.  Muthu’s prototype 

In 2016, Muthu Balasubramaniam and Jasper Ginn, worked on a dashboard 
prototype that would showcase data from Coursera in a user descriptive and 
friendly manner. This prototype has been running on a server provided by the 
TU/e at the URL: http://eitd4coursera.win.tue.nl/dashboard/ . The project 
didn’t leave much documentation behind. This prototype was developed using 
Python for the back-end, R for the front-end and PostgreSQL for the persis-
tence of information. See Figure 2. 

13.2.2.  Dimov’s design 

During 2017, Jonce Dimov worked on the dashboard-project and designed an 
architecture that would adapt it for working with multiple MOOC platforms. 
His design followed a data-warehouse approach with an ETL (extract, trans-
form and load) process. He also introduced a data analysis layer that would 
take care of providing data to the dashboard. See Figure 3. 
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13.2.3.  SEP project prototype 

Jonce also coordinated a SEP project for bachelor students during two months. 
He provided requirements and advise when needed. As a result, the SEP pro-
ject, named MOOCtopus, followed a similar architecture as the one Dimov 
proposed in his design. This prototype was developed using similar technolo-
gies (Python, MySQL and Linux). As a SEP project, there was plenty docu-
mentation. See Figure 4 

Since there is no running instance of the MOOCtopus platform, I had to follow 
the installation manual using a virtual environment. However, the installation 
steps were not complete and I couldn’t test the system. 

13.3    Main user stories 
The three outcomes of the dashboard-project  

1. Bob, the teacher, works for EIT Digital and is responsible for two 
MOOCs on Coursera and one MOOC at FutureLearn. He wants to 
monitor the status and the progress of those courses by visualizing that 
data. 
a. Note: courses on different platforms, like Coursera and Future-

Learn, may function differently. 
b. The only way expected for monitoring the courses is by looking 

at diagrams and values that represent the current status of certain 
variables or properties of those courses. Since this applies to all 
data that a teacher might be interested in, there is only this one 
story about it. 

2. Martha, the researcher, works for the Technical University of Eindho-
ven and is looking forward to apply certain data analysis algorithms 
on the data registered by the platforms Coursera and FutureLearn on 
the courses directed by Bob. 

However, stories related to functional aspects of the dashboard-project are not 
the only ones useful for the architecture analysis. For the analysis of the non-
functional aspects there are the following stories: 

3. (Maintainability) Carlos, a new developer of the dashboard-project 
needs to assess a possible modification on the dashboard-project, and 
identify where some failures occur. 

4. (Security) Bob the teacher wants to make sure the dashboard-system 
protects his data from undesired access from other people. 

5. (Usability) Mark, another teacher, is going to use the dashboard-sys-
tem for the first time and is concerned about his interaction with the 
system. 

13.4    How designs met the requirements and user stories? 
At the moment of doing this architecture analysis, the only resource available 
was the documentation left by Dimov and the SEP project, and the running 
prototype of Muthu. 

13.4.1.  Muthu’s prototype 

1. This prototype provides many ways for a teacher to view descriptive 
data obtained from Coursera. However, this prototype doesn’t include 
support for FutureLearn or any other platform.  
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2. As far as I could see, this prototype only supports a single type of user. 
The data shown is always the same, and most likely it will not be useful 
for a user with “researcher goals”. 

3. This prototype was developed a long time ago and there is no sufficient 
documentation about it except a high level architecture diagram. On 
the other side, in case a modification is needed, it would require a thor-
ough review of the code, which luckily contains a great amount of 
comments. 
If we consider the case of adding support for monitoring courses on 
other MOOC platforms, it could go as far as re-designing the whole 
system while adapting the UI to that new platform. 
Another relevant case could be if Coursera changed anything related 
on how data is provided via their API, it would require a complete 
redesign as well, including the database (in case new elements are 
added or some are removed). 

4. This prototype implements a white-list-based user authentication ac-
cess. In that sense, data is secured from third parties. However, multi-
ple registered users can access the same data, which means that confi-
dentiality is not well addressed. This is a consequence of the proof-of-
concept nature of this prototype. 

5. One the best aspects of this prototype is its user interface design. In it, 
the different areas of concern are separated in different tabs, each one 
with its own functionality. It is important to note that the user cannot 
interact much with the data that is shown. User input is limited to: 

 Selecting a course, 
 Selecting a date range, 
 Changing some filters on the other sections of the dashboard. 

 

Figure 19 - Muthu's dashboard 

As shown in Figure 19, the dashboard-UI doesn’t look too clogged and allows 
some simple interactions for the user. However, there are some aspects that 
break such a good impression: 

 The lack of feedback when performing certain actions, like modifying 
the date range. Since there is not so much data, sometimes altering the 
date range has no effect on the visualization, and it is unclear if the sys-
tem actually processed the input the user provides. 

 Some advanced controls are available for the user, such as modifying on 
the go the settings for the PostgreSQL database on which the dashboard 
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functions. These advanced controls, like introducing the name of the da-
tabase, the user and the password to access it) may increase the users 
control on the platform, but in case they are manipulated wrongly, the 
dashboard may stop functioning correctly. 

13.4.1.  Dimov’s design 

Notice: This design was not fully implemented. However, the assessment is 
done based on what the documentation states about it. 

1. This design integrates data collection from Coursera and FutureLearn 
platforms. Because of that, Bob would be able to visualize the infor-
mation coming from the courses he works on. Since the architecture is 
based on a warehouse approach, Bob could compare the performance 
of courses from different platforms thanks to the data being integrated. 

2. This design doesn’t consider the possibility of the user as a “re-
searcher”. As a result, even though the design includes an API that can 
retrieve data from the database, this API doesn’t allow communication 
from other components but the data analysis layer. In case the figure 
of the researcher was considered, the user interface would allow direct 
access to the database API, granting access to the researcher the raw 
data. 

3. Although the design was not implemented, we can assess its maintain-
ability by considering how many “main components” need to be mod-
ified in case of need. 

 Adding a new MOOC platform where to obtain data: 
o Update the ETL layer, 
o Maybe update the MOOCDataDB in case we include new 

data types, 
o Update the MOOC Service if the MOOCDataDB was modi-

fied, 
o Update API if the MOOC Service was modified, 
o Update the Data Analysis, 
o Update the dashboard 

 In case a MOOC platform changes data properties or the means 
the data is provided; or 

 Removing an MOOC platform from the dashboard; or 

 Adding support for new data properties in the integrated data-
base: 
o Same modifications as in the previous case. 

4. According to the documentation, security is considered in two places: 
user management and data access authorization, both being handled by 
the API. The API would allow to register or remove users, as well for 
restricting data access only from the dashboard.  

5. As mentioned before, this designed was not fully implemented. The 
closest it was to implementation was the integration of the UI from 
Muthu’s prototype over the back-end of the SEP prototype. I was not 
able to locate this integration, so the assumption was that it has the 
same usability properties as Muthu’s prototype. 
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13.4.2.  SEP project prototype MOOCtopus 

The result of the collaboration with Dimov resulted in an implementation sim-
ilar to Dimov’s design. 

1. This prototype’s functionality includes support for monitoring courses 
from Coursera and FutureLearn. Once the user has logged in, there is 
a panel where he or she can filter the data stored in the system and 
obtain a correlation between a set of desired attributes. Data shown in 
the correlation is presented in the shape of a table to the user. 

2. The SEP students responsible for the design of MOOCtopus did con-
sider the role of the researcher. However, the functionality that corre-
sponds to this user was joined to the one expected for the teacher. In 
case a researcher, in our case Martha, would like to manipulate course-
related data in any other way, then this prototype wouldn’t fulfill that 
use case. 

3. The architecture is inspired by Dimov’s use of ETL. The Transfor-
mation step of the process integrates and derives data from the differ-
ent MOOC platform before the Load step. The Load step introduces 
two additional data persistence locations: “Platform specific data” and 
“Derived data”, for the storage of un-modified data and derived auxil-
iary values respectively.  
The use of these additions to the basic ETL approach could be argued 
to follow an interest for performance. However, it increases the num-
ber of necessary modifications in case some changes are introduced 
like: 

 Adding a new MOOC platform where to obtain data: 
o Update the integration layer, 
o Maybe update all the databases in case we include new data 

types, 
o Update the derivation and analytics modules if databases 

were modified, 
o Update API if the analytics module was modified, 
o Update the Data Analysis, 
o Update the web interface. 

 In case a MOOC platform changes data properties or the means 
the data is provided; or 

 Removing an MOOC platform from the dashboard; or 

 Adding support for new data properties in the integrated data-
base: 
o Same modifications as in the previous case. 

4. This version of the dashboard project also implemented a login screen 
in order to restrict access to the system. Once logged in, available func-
tionalities would be shown to the user according to his/her role inside 
the system. In order to encapsulate functionality three users were con-
sidered: teacher, researcher and administrator. In order to avoid over-
lapping of responsibilities, these roles were mutually exclusive. 

5. Usability was not a priority. Data is requested using a basic form and 
it is shown in a simple HTML table. The reason for that is that the main 
purpose of this prototype was the API developed for integration with 
probably a better designed UI.  
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13.5    Conclusion and Recommendation 
Having discussed with some stakeholders during the process, I perceive a gen-
eralized desire for a long term solution. So far, the presented prototypes have 
shown what the possibilities are, and have shaped in great form what the re-
quirements and expectations are for the people involved. Analyzing the exist-
ing prototypes, I reckon some problems with the access to data and the han-
dling of that data by the platform.  

On one hand, there is a big dependence on the sources. These platforms exist 
completely outside of the scope of the system and can introduce unexpected 
changes in data format, policies, or even data content. Existing prototypes 
wouldn’t react well when these changes occur. 

On the other hand, the data-warehouse strategy may not be the best option 
when working with unreliable sources of data. Not only because it requires a 
strong standardization of the data, but because unifying and integrating data 
introduces unnecessary dependencies, hence going completely against the 
maintainable solution that is expected. 

If the main goal is to design a tool that lasts longer than a PDEng project, the 
recommendation is to go for a new design that considers those future changes 
and addresses the continuity of the project over time. ■ 

 

 

Figure 20 - Login screen of MOOCtopus. 
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Figure 21 - Analytics selection form of MOOCtopus 

 

 

Figure 22 - MOOCtopus resulting correlation 
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14. Appendix B – User stories 
 

For the sake of the user stories, a fictional team of characters are described as 
the potential users of the system: Peter the teacher, Olga the member of the 
Quality and Design team (QDT), Alan the education task lead/activity lead and 
Jan the data analyst.  

1. All of them want a tool that would show in a visual manner the status of 
the online courses and their performance over time. 
 In particular, Alan, the education task lead, and Peter, the teacher, want 

to be able to see just about the necessary amount of information with-
out going too much into the details.  

2. Alan and Peter want to communicate to their managers how well the 
courses are doing in order to get more funding for the initiative. 

3. Alan is in charge of the courses provided in Coursera by his organization 
and has a “Data Coordinator” role. However, this means that he is the only 
authorized person in his team that can obtain data for analysis. 

4. Olga and Peter know there might be some relation between the quality of 
the resources available in the online course and the poor results the learners 
are receiving on the courses. They want to identify the critical points that 
might be related to the cause of those results. 

5. Olga and Peter want to track the actions they perform on the MOOCs in 
order to study the effect those actions had on the performance of the 
courses. 

6. Jan, the data analyst, would like to have an environment where he could 
get access to the data from the online courses and do experiments on it. 

Additionally, higher stakeholders present the figure of the administrator, some-
one in charge of keeping the system working, as well as managing the user 
accounts.■ 
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15. Appendix C – Use case & 
User requirements 

 

 

Figure 23 - Relationship between use cases and user requirements
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16. Appendix D – Learning Ana-
lytics 

 

Table 37 - Learning Analytics implemented in the dashboard 

ID Analytics related to the courses 
LA.01 Number of enrolled learners. 

LA.02 
Number of inactive learners (those that did not show any activity 
for the last six weeks). 

LA.03 Number of completers (learners that complete the course). 
LA.04 Number of video lectures. 
LA.05 Number of quizzes. 
LA.06 Number of assignments. 
LA.07 Number of modules. 
LA.08 Number of cohorts. 
LA.09 Beginning and end dates of the cohorts. 

LA.10 
Average number of days the learners remain active within the 
course. 

LA.11 Number of learners per country of origin. 
LA.12 Number of finished learners over time. 
LA.13 Number of leaving learner per module. 
LA.14 Average number of days the learners spent in each module. 
LA.15 Distribution of the evaluation learners give to the course. 

LA.16 
Progression of the number of completers (learners that complete 
the course). 

Analytics related to the video lectures 
LA.17 Number of watchers (learners that have started the video lecture). 

LA.18 
Number of completers (learners that have finished the video lec-
ture). 

LA.19 Number of likes learners have provided to the video lecture. 
LA.20 Number of comments learners have left to the video lecture. 
LA.21 Number of views over the length of the video. 

LA.22 
The average score of the quiz that follows the video lecture (if 
any). 

Analytics related to the quizzes 
LA.23 Indication whether the quiz is graded or not. 
LA.24 Average grade of the learners that take the quiz. 
LA.25 Average number of attempts per learner that took the quiz. 
LA.26 Number of likes the learners provided to the quiz. 
LA.27 Number of comments the learners left to the quiz. 

LA.28 
Passing rate (number of learners that pass the quiz divided by the 
total of learners that take the quiz). 

LA.29 Number of questions the quiz has. 
LA.30 Distribution of the number of attempts. 
LA.31 Distribution of the grades learners have achieved in the quiz. 
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Analytics related to the assignments 
LA.32 Number of submissions. 
LA.33 Average grade achieved by the learners in the assignment. 
LA.34 Ratio of submissions. 

Analytics of the comparison of different courses 
LA.35 Number of enrolled learners. 

LA.36 
Number of inactive learners (those that did not show any activity 
for the last six weeks). 

LA.37 Distribution of the evaluation learners give to the course. 

LA.38 
Progression of the number of completers (learners that complete 
the course). 

 
■ 
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17. Appendix E – UI screenshots 
 

 

Figure 24 - Home view of the dashboard. 

 

 

Figure 25 - Course analytics view of the dashboard. 

 

 

Figure 26 - Course comparison view of the dashboard. 
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Figure 27 - Video analytics view of the dashboard. 

 

 

Figure 28 - Quiz analytics of the dashboard. 

 

 

Figure 29 - Assignment analytics view of the dashboard. 
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18. Appendix F – Requirements 
coverage 

 

In this section, the requirements are listed with its current status at the end of 
the project. The status is described as “achieved” or “not-achieved” depending 
on whether they are present on the final implementation. 

Table 38 - Status of Functional requirement FR.01 

FR.01 Presentation of analytics relating the online courses 
ID Derived requirement Priority Status 

FR.01.01 
The system shall present analytics only 
of those courses provided through 
Coursera platform. 

MUST  

FR.01.02 
The system shall present analytics on 
the Courses. 

MUST  

FR.01.03 
The system shall present analytics on 
the Video lectures. 

MUST  

FR.01.04 
The system shall present analytics on 
the Quizzes. 

MUST  

FR.01.05 
The system shall present analytics on 
the Assignments. 

MUST  

FR.01.06 
Users shall compare the analytics of at 
least two courses. 

MUST  

FR.01.07 
Users shall select a time filter to apply 
on the presented analytics. 

MUST  

FR.01.08 
Users shall select a filter based on the 
paying status of the learners to apply on 
the presented analytics. 

SHOULD  

FR.01.09 
Users shall select a filter based on the 
gender of the learners to apply on the 
presented analytics. 

SHOULD  

 
Requirements FR.01.08 and FR.01.09 were not achieved due to scope limitation dur-
ing the process of the project. 
 

Table 39 - Status of Functional requirement FR.02 

FR.02 Account management and roles 
ID Derived requirement Priority Status 

FR.02.01 
The system shall be accessible only to 
users that possess an account of the sys-
tem. 

MUST  

FR.02.02 
Accounts shall be identified by a unique 
id. 

MUST  

FR.02.03 
The unique id shall correspond to the 
user’s email address. 

SHOULD  

FR.02.04 Accounts shall be related to a user. MUST  
FR.02.05 Accounts are created by an admin user. MUST  
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FR.02.06 
Accounts are modified by an admin 
user.  

MUST  

FR.02.07 
Accounts shall contain information 
about the partner organization the user 
belongs to.  

SHOULD  

FR.02.08 
Accounts shall be linked to the courses 
the user is related to. 

MUST  

FR.02.09 
Access to the system shall be verified by 
a password.  

MUST  

FR.02.10 
The password of the account shall be de-
fined by the user. 

MUST  

FR.02.11 
The password of the account shall be 
modifiable by the user. 

MUST  

 

Table 40 - Status of Functional requirement FR.03 

FR.03 Automatic data retrieval  
ID Derived requirement Priority Status 

FR.03.01 
The system shall retrieve data from 
Coursera’s API with the credentials of a 
Data Coordinator. 

MUST  

FR.03.02 
The system shall retrieve data related to 
the courses. 

MUST  

FR.03.03 
The system shall retrieve data related to 
the clickstream events. 

MUST  

FR.03.04 The system shall retrieve data every day. MUST  

FR.03.05 
The data retrieval shall be synced to the 
UTC time zone. 

MUST  

FR.03.06 The system shall store the retrieved data. MUST  
 

Table 41 - Status of Functional requirement FR.04 

FR.04 Extraction of information from the system  
ID Derived requirement Priority Status 

FR.04.01 
Users shall be able to download the 
graphs from the system in PNG format 

MUST  

FR.04.02 
Users shall be able to generate reports 
from the system in PDF format. 

SHOULD  

FR.04.03 
Users shall be able to download datasets 
from the system as retrieved from 
Coursera. 

WONT  

 Requirements FR.04.02 was not achieved due to time limitations. The cus-
tomer was informed and agreed about it. In the case of FR.04.03, lowering its 
priority to “WONT” (according to the MoSCoW prioritization approach) was 
an initiative from the main stakeholders. 
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Table 42 - Status of Functional requirement FR.05 

FR.05 Logging of the actions performed on the courses 
ID Derived requirement Priority Status 

FR.05.01 
Users shall register in the system the ac-
tions they did on the courses. 

SHOULD  

FR.05.02 Actions shall contain a description. MUST  

FR.05.03 
Actions shall contain information of the 
day they were executed. 

MUST  

FR.05.04 Actions shall relate to only one course. MUST  

FR.05.05 
Actions shall be modified by the user 
that created them. 

MUST  

FR.05.06 
In case the user account shall be re-
moved from the system, the registered 
actions shall remain in the system. 

SHOULD  

FR.05.07 
Actions shall be removed from the sys-
tem by an administrator. 

MUST  

 Requirements FR.05.05 and FR.05.07 were not achieved due to time limita-
tions. Instead, the resulting functionality only allows users with an “educator” 
profile to delete their own registered actions. Without any chance of modify-
ing its content. 

 Whether the requirement FR.05.06 was achieved or not is unclear. This func-
tionality was never tested. It may have not been implemented. 

 

Table 43 - Status of Non-functional requirements 

Non-Functional requirements 
ID Non-functional requirement Status Status 

NFR.FS.01 
Diagrams and graphs showed in the 
dashboard shall contain the latest 
data available. 

MUST  

NFR.FS.02 
The scope of the teachers shall be 
smaller than the scope of the QDT 
members. 

SHOULD  

NFR.PE.01 
The dashboard and its components 
shall provide visual feedback in a 
time frame within two seconds. 

MUST  

NFR.CO.01 

The system shall be able to function 
on a shared hardware or software en-
vironment with other applications 
running in it. 

MUST  

NFR.CO.02 
The system shall operate with 
Coursera’s platform. 

MUST  

NFR.US.01 

The user interface of the dashboard 
and its components shall have a 
clear structure and be recognizable 
for those users that are already fa-
miliar with the internal structure of 
the different MOOC platforms sup-
ported. 

MUST  

NFR.US.02 

The user interface shall be designed 
with a good sense of aesthetics in or-
der to ensure a better interaction 
with the users. 

MUST  
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NFR.RE.01 
The system shall provide access to 
the dashboard to the users at any 
given time. 

MUST  

NFR.RE.02 
The system shall have the mecha-
nisms to recover from a failure in 
less than a day. 

SHOULD  

NFR.SE.01 

The system and its components that 
provide access to data shall imple-
ment an authentication and authori-
zation mechanism. 

MUST  

NFR.SE.02 
Only users with accounts shall ac-
cess the system. 

MUST  

NFR.SE.03 
The data collected from the MOOC 
platforms shall not be altered by the 
system or its users. 

MUST  

NFR.MA.01 
The implementation of the system 
shall be documented. 

MUST  

NFR.MA.02 

The implementation shall be deliv-
ered with the proper manuals for 
adding functionality to the system 
(adding new users, views, graphs 
and statistics…) 

MUST  

NFR.MA.03 
The different functions of the sys-
tem and its components shall be test-
able. 

MUST  

NFR.MA.04 
The implementation of the system 
shall be achieved using the least 
number of technologies possible. 

MUST  

NFR.MA.05 

The system shall be extensible in the 
number of supported platforms, 
courses, types of users and function-
ality. 

MUST  

NFR.PO.01 
The installation process shall be 
documented. 

MUST  

 Requirement NFR.US.02 deals with a subjective matter. Probably it is im-
possible to achieve. However, during the project, the user interface was eval-
uated in multiple times by a UI-UX designer, and the results were validated 
by the stakeholders. In addition, the implemented UI is highly customizable 
and it can be improved in the future. 

 Requirement NFR.RE.02 was not achieved due to time and knowledge limi-
tations. It represents a quality attribute that was never tested. ■ 
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Glossary 
 

API Application Programming Interface 
BA Basic Authentication 

DMS Data Management System 
EDM Educational Data Mining 

Ed-Tech Educational Technology 
EIT European Institute of Innovation and Technology 

ETL Extract-Transform-Load 
FR Functional Requirement 

HDFS Hadoop Distributed File System 
HTML Hypertext Markup Language 
JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

KIC Knowledge Innovation Community 
LMS Learning Management System 

MOOC Massive Open Online Course 
MoSCoW Must have, Should have, Could have and Won’t have 

MVC Model View Controller 
NFR Non-Functional Requirement 

PDEng Professional Doctorate in Engineering 
PSG Project Steering Group 
QDT Quality and Design Team 

REST Representational State Transfer 
SEP Software Engineering Project 
SQL Structured Query Language 
TU/e Eindhoven University of Technology 

UI User Interface 
UX User Experience 
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